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3.2 CLASSIFICATION OF STRUCTURES, COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS

3.2.1 Seismic Classification

General Design Critering2 requires that nuclear power plant
*

structures, systems and components important to safety be

designed to withstand the effects of earthquakes without
s

l'oss of capability to perform their safety function. These

plant features are those necessary to assure: 1) the

integrity of the reactor coolant pressure boundary; 2) The

capability to shutdown the reactor and maintain it in a safe

condition; or 3) the capability to prevent or mitigate the
consequences of accidents which could result in potential

offsite exposures comparable to 10 CFR Part 100 guideline
exposures. .

Structures, systems and compone~ts important to safety thatn

are required to be designed to withstand the effects of the

safe shutdown earthquake and remain functional must be
|

classified as Seismic Category I items in accordance with
|

|, Regulatory Guide 1.29, " Seismic Design Classification". All

other structures, systems and components that may be
'

required for operation of the facility have been designed to
other than Seismic Category I recuirements. This includes

those portions of Seismic Category I systems such as vent,

1

|
t

|
|
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drain, fill, and test lines on the downstream side of

isolation valves which are not required to perform a safety

function.
.

.

Are the safety and relief valve piping on the main steam

Line classified as safety-related? Are there any other -

-

piping >2 1/2" connected to the main steam line up to the

outermost containment isolation valve? If so, what is its

safety classification?* '

Explain the design of these portions of structures and

systems that form an interface between Seismic Category *I

and non-Seismic Category I features. What QA requirements

are applied to those systems, structures, and components?

Provide a discussion of your compliance with Regulatory

Guide 1.29.

We have reviewed Table 3.2.1-2 and Table 3.2.2-2 of the

Final Safety Analysis Report regarding the seismic classifi-

cation of systems and components. We have found several
.

areas requiring clarification.

.

*New cuestion.

. _ _ _ . - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Explain'the reasons behind the seismic classification and

the category and code classification of the " Waste

Evaporator Feed" and the " Vent. Unit Cond. Drain".

'

Provide the safety related category for the RCP Motor Oil

Fill Tank. '

.

The Nuclear Sampling System is classified as NNS, Code III-3

but is not seismically designed. Is this consistent?
-

In the Diesel Generator Engine Starting Air System the

starting air tanks are seismically designed yet the air

compressors are not. How many starts can be provided by the
air tanks?

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.2.1 and subject to

the satisfactory resolution of the open items, our findings
wiLL be as follows:

Structures, systems and components (excluding electrical

features) that are important to safety and that are required

to withstand the effects of a safe shutdown earthcuake and

remain functional have been classified as seismic Category I.

items and have been identified in an acceptable manner in

Tables 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 anc on system piping and instrumentation

.
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diagrams in the SAR. Other structures, systems and

components that may be required for operation of the

facility (excluding electrical features) need not be

designed to seismic Cateogry I requirements. The structures,
.

systems and components not required to be designed to

seismic Category I include those portions of Category I,

systems such as vent lines, drain lines, fill lines and test

lines on the downstream side of isolation valves and those -

portions of the systems which are not required to perform a
safety function.

The staff concludes that the structures, systems and

components important to safety that are within the scope of

the Mechanical Engineering Branch have been properly

classified as seismic Category I items and meet the -

,

requirements of General Design Criteria 2, " Design Bases for

Protection Against Natural Phenomena" and 10 CFR Part 100,
!

Appendix A, " Seismic and Geologic Siting Criteria for

Nuclear Power Plants." This conclusion is based on the

apolicant having met the requirements of General Design-

criterion 2, and 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix A, by having
.

properly classified their structures, systems and components

(SSC) important to safety as seismic Category I items in
|

accordance with the positions of Regulatory Guide 1.29,

I
|

s
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" Seismic-Design Classification" and by our conclusion that

the identified SSC are the plant features necessary to

assure (1) the integrity of the reactor coolant pressure

boundary, (2) the capability to shutdown the reactor and
-

maintain i t in a safe shutdown condition, and (3) the.

.

capability to prevent and mitigate the consequences of

accidents which could result in1 potential offsite exposures

comparable to the guideline exposures of 10 CFR Part 100.
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3.2.2 System Quality Group Classification

General Design Criteria 1 requires t; at nuclear power

plant systems and components important to safety be,

designed, fabricated, erected and tested to quality

standards commensurate with the importance of the safety

. function to be performed. The pressure-retaining components-

of fluid systems important to safety are those necessary (1)

to prevent or mitigate the consequences of accidents and

malfunctions originating within the reactor coolant pressure

boundary, (2) to permit shutdown of the reactor and maintain

it in a safe shut'down condition, and (3) to contain radio-

active materials.> The requirements of General Design

Criteria 17 are met by properly classifying these pressure-
"

retaining components important to safety Quality Group A, B,

C, or D in accordance with the positions of Regulatory Guide

1.26, " Quality Group Classifications and Standards". An

applicant may use the NRC Group Classification system

identified in Regulatory Guide 1.26 or the corresponding ANS

,
classification system of safety classes.

The systems and components important to safety are

identified in Table 3.2.2 of the Final Safety analysis

Report. Table 3.2.2, in part, identifies the system

components such as pressure vessel, heat exchangers, storage

tanks, pumos, piping, anc valves; the associated ouality

_ _ . _ _
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group classification, ASME Code and code class; and the
.

quality assurance requirements.

We have reviewed the application of the safety classes
~

to components and systems as shown in the text and Table

3.2.2 of the FSAR and have several questions.
.

The FSAR states that " Safety Class 1 applies to reactor

coolant pressure boundary components greater than 3/8".ID-

(or protected by an orifice of this size) whose failure

during normal reactor operations would prevent orderly

reactor shutdown and cooldown assuming make-up is provided

by normal make-up systems only." Where has an orifice of

size greater than 3/8" ID been used to protect a component

in the reactor coolant pressure boundary?

The applicant states that Safety Class 2 applies to

components of the reactor coolant pressure boundary not
covered in Safety Class 1. Whet components of the reactor

coolant pressure boundary are not Safety Class 1?
.

Explain the reasons behind the ASME Code and Safety
'

Class classifications of Control Rod Assemblies and Control
'

Rod Drive Mechanisms.

I

_, _ _ , ,
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Footnote 21 references Engineering Justification Report

SES-JR-10. Provide a copy of this report.

Footnote 1 states that Duke Power Company established

an " effective code date" for the station in accordance with.

10 CFR 50.55a, reviews and may elect to comply with portions
.

or all the latest versions of the above codes. This-is -

acceptable as long as different versions of the ASME Code
.

are not used for evaluation of the same system or component.

Provide a commitment to this effect.

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.2.2 and

contingent upon satisfactory resolution of the open issues,

our findings will be as follows:

Pressure-retaining components of fluid systems important

to safety such as pressure vessels, heat exchancers, storage

tanks, pumps, piping and valves have been classified Quality
i

Group A, 8, C, or D and have been identified in an

acceptable manner in Table 3.2.2 and on system piping and

instrumentation diagrams in the SAR. These components have
.

been constructed to quality standards commensurate with the

importance of the safety function to be performed. The-

review of Quality Grouc A and B (ASME Section III, Class i

and 2) reacter coolant pressure boundary components is

discussed in Section 5.2.1.1 of the SER. Other Quality

Grouc B components of systems identified in Position C.1.a

through C.1.e of Regulatory Guide 1.26 are constructed to

l
!
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ASME Section III, Class 2. Components in systems identified

in Position C.2.a through C.2.d of Regulatory Guide 1.26 are
- constructed to Quality Group C standards, ASME Section III,

Clas's 3. Components in systems identified in Position C.3,

of Regulatory Guide 1.26 are constructed to Quality Group D-
~~

standards such as ASME Section VIII and ANSI B31.1.

The staff concludes that pressure-retaining components

of fluid systems important to safety-have been properly
classified as Quality Group A, B, C, or D items and meet the

requirements of General Design Criterion 1, " Quality

Standards and Records". This conclusion is based on the

applicant having met the requirements of General Design

Criterion 1 by having property classified these pressure-

retaining components important to safety Quality Group A, B,
C, or D in accordance with the positions of Regulatory Guide

1.26, " Quality Group Classifications and Standards", and by

our conclusion that the identified pressure-retaining

components are those necessary (1) to prevent or mitigate
-

the consequences of accidents and malfunctions originating

within the reactor coolant pressure boundary, (2) to permit

shutdown of the reactor and maintain it in a safe shutdown
, condition, and (3) to contain radioactive materials.
!

;

l
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3.6.2 Determination of Rupture Locations and Dynamic

Effects Associated with the Postulated Rupture of
Piping

.

~

General Design Criterion 4 requires that structures,
systems, and components .important to safety be designed to,

accommodate the effects of postulated accidents, including
appropriate protection against the dynamic and environmental

effects of postulated pipe ruptures.

Our review under Standard Review Plan 3.6.2 covered the
locations and configurations chosen by the applicant for
postulated' piping failures. We reviewed the analyses for

jet thrust and impingement loads and pipe whip dynamic
effects. The design adequacy of systems, components and

component supports are reviewed to assure that the design

function will not be unacceptably impaired because of pipe
whip or jet impingement loadings.

Standard Review Plan 3.6.2 is also concerned with
.

implementation of criteria for the analysis and subsequent
, inservice inspection program for high energy piping where no

breaks are postulated. Sreaks need not be postulated in

those portions of piping that meet the requirements of the
ASME Code, Section III, Subarticle NE-1120 and the

.

_w
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additional design requirements outlined in Branch Technical

Position MEB 3-1. Additional inservice inspection is

required fcr those portions of piping.

- The applicant should include information about break

and crack location criteria and methods of dynamic analysis
.

for postulating the effects of breaks and cracks in high-

and moderate-energy fluid system piping, including field run
-

piping. Our review is in accordance with the SRP 3.6.2 to
confirm that requirements are met for the protection of

structures, systems, and components relied upon for safe

shutdown or to mitigate the consequences of a postulated

pipe rupture.

The open issues found in our review of Section 3.6.2 of

the Final Safety Analysis Report are discussed below and

concludes with our findings contingent upon resolution of

the open issues.
,

i The design bases for the Reactor Coolant System are
|

. , discussed in Section 3.6.1. The FSAR Stated that " reactor

coolant oiping is restrained such that the lateral displace-
~

ments of the broken ends of the pipe are less than the pipe
i
' wall thickness." Provide the assumptions and the analytical

results to verify this statement.*

!

*New question.

i
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The FSAR states that system response due to breaks in

the RCS are " accommodated directly by the supporting

structures of the reactor vessel, the steam generator, and

the reactor coolant pumps including two additional pipe
supports". Provide the assumptions and analytical results

to justify the statement.*
.

Describe the analysis performed to verify the . integrity
and operability of the isolation valves for a pipe break -

beyond the restraint.*

The Standard Review Plan assumes for the break opening

a circular cross-sectional flow area equal to the effective

flow area of the break.

In the Primary Loop, what size breaks are postulated

for the design of pipe whip restraints? What size breaks

are postulated in the primary loop for determination of

compartment pressurization and asymmetric loads? If breaks

j for either case are less than full size, provide justifi-

cation. Identify the analysis, experimental data or -

physical restraint characteristics which have been used to

limit pipe displacement for breaks with areas other than the
.

full cross-sectional area of the pipe. Show locations of

pipe whip restraints on the reactor coolant piping and for
which breaks.in the RCS they are designed.*

*New question.
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A longitudinal break (Break 7) at 50 elbow on the

Intrados assumes a break area less than the cross-sectional
area of the pipe. Provide the analytical and experimental

bases for the limited break. (Reference 1 does not.contain
the assumptions.)*

-

.

The general design criteria for postulated breaks in
other than the reactor coolant system provides criteria for

describing the effects an impingement jet has on various
sizes of target pipe. It is the staff's position that this

criteria has not yet been demonstrated to be valid when
applied to jet impingement. Therefore, either: 1) remove

this criteria and provide a commitment to properly evaluate

the cases whe're it was used; or 2) demonstrate through
.

experimental and analytical data that such criteria are, in
fact, conservative and correct. It also indicates that

certain exceptions to the criteria may be taken. In

addition to indicating where these exceptions are taken,
provide the analytical or experimental bases for the
exceptions.

*New ouestion.
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For ASME, Section III, Class 1 piping designed to

seismic Category I standards, breaks due to stress are to be

postulated at the following locations:

- -

(1) If the maximum stress range between any two load

4
sets exceeds 2.4 Sm, as calculated by Eq. (10),

. .

Paragraph NS-3653, ASME Code Section III, then Eqs... . .

. (12) or (13) must be evaluated. If either Eq. (12) or

4(13) exceeds 2.4 Sm, a break must be postulated.

(2) Breaks must also be postulated at any location where

the cumulative usage factor exceeds 0.1.

The FSAR states that breaks are postulated at locations,

where the cumulative usage factor exceeds 0.2 for normal and

upset operating conditions. The SRP requires that breaks be

postulated where the cumulative usage factor exceeds 0.1.

Show that your analysis complies with the SRP.

The criteria is evaluated under loadings resulting from
'

_ normal and upset operating conditions including the OBE.
Change this to comply with the SRP.

The pipe break criteria in the FSAR is not in

compliance with the latest version of SRP 3.6.2 (NUREG-

0300). Any deviation from the above criteria must be

justified.

|

!
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The SRP permits the use of guard pipes in the contain-

ment penetration area provided certain raquirements are met.

Where has " encased or jacketed piping" been used? Show

that the required inservice inspection can be performed.

*

. The FSAR refers to Section 6.6 for a discussion of
access for inservice inspection and indicates that access '

.

ports will be provided where possible. In addition to

indicating which welds are not examinable because of a lack
-

of access, provide an engineering basis for why the ports
are not possible. Are there any " break exclusion" regions

used in any seismic Category I piping systems?

The FSAR defines the criteria for selecting

intermediate pipe break locations in Duke Class E, G, and H

piping systems as "each weld location of potential high
stress or fatigue". Since Table 3.2.2-3 indicates that

these piping systems are not designed for seismic loadings,

pipe breaks should be postulated so as to clearly

demonstrate that failure of the system will not result in

any loss of capability of essential systems and components

to withstand the further effects of any single active

comoonent failure and still perform all functions required

to shut down the reactor and mitigate the consequences of

the postulated piping failure. Therefore, provide a

commitment to meet this position.

_ _ _ _
_

,-
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The FSAR states that for high energy piping, circum-

ferential breaks are assumed to result in pipe separation of

one diameter displacement of ruptured piping sections unless
physically limited by piping restraints. Show where piping

- restraints are used to limit pipe displacements.

The FSAR states that through-wall leakage cracks should,

be postulated in moderate energy fluid systems. Elaborate

on the statement, "Throughwall cracks are not postulated -

inside containment."

The computer codes SATAN-IV and THRUST should be

included in the list of computer codes in Section 3.9.1.2.3.

Listed as an assumption for dynamic analyses is that

the discharge coefficient is equal to 1.0. Is the

coefficient equal to something other than 1.0 for any
condition?

In the equation used to calculate jet impingement loads,
explain the use of "cos ". Explain how the total cross-

sectional area of the jet at the target structure (Aj) is
~

calculated.=
|

|

We have several questions regarding the criteria for.

pipe whic evaluation. What kind of analysis justifies a

value lower than 2.0 for a dynamic load factor? Where have

*New question.
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non-linear pipe and restraint material properties been used

and what values are used? Provide assurance that all

possible targets of a whipping pipe have been examined.

Identify locations where pipe whip restraints have been,

designed to function as supports. Provide the analysis
"

- techniques used. Describe what buckling criteria and limits

are used in the design of pipe whip restraints.*

The locations of pipe whip restraints are not shown in

the Figures 3.6.2-9 thru 3.6.2-36. Provide locations of all

pipe whip restraints, jet barriers, and enclosures.*

For jet impingement loads what kind of analysis is

performed to justify a dynamic load factor lower than 2.0.

Identify where limited pipe displacement, line restrictions,
flow limiters, positive pump - can' trolled flow, and the

absence of energy reservoirs are used to reduce the jet

| discharge.

What size is the process pipe which makes up the

pressure boundary?

| Provide details of field welds between the guard pipe
.

attachment and reactor building anchor section.

Our review of Section 3.6.2 includes all tables and
figures. We have several cuestions pertaining to the tables

and figures.

*New ouestion.
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Regarding Ta b l e 3. 6.1 -1, provide details of the Safety

Injection System and Main Steam System relative to the pipe
break protection method (c).

Table 3.6.1-3 compares Duke pipe rupture criteria and
,

the NRC requirements. We have several questions about it.

*

Explain the comparison of FSAR Section 3.6.1.1.2 with.

NRC criteria. What analyses have been performed to show

insufficient energy to develop sudden failure? Are the

consequences of breaks in the excluded lines considered?

What criteria are used to postulate breaks and cracks, and
in which systems?

Section 3.6.2.1.2.1 notes Duke's exception to

postulating terminal end breaks at the shut off valve which

separates the pressurized and non pressurized portions of a

piping run. It is the staff's position that this is the

only logical location for such a terminal end. Postulating

the break elsewhere in the pressurized side limits the

length of whipping pipe available. Postulating the break
'

, anywhere in the non-pressurized side would not result in a
|

release of energy. Therefore, provide a commitment to meet
.

this position or alternatively, treat the entire piping
system as if it were a high energy piping system and

postulate breaks and provide protective measures accordingly
(i.e., assume the shut off valve to be normally ocen).

l
2

_ _ _ . . .
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In Section 3.6.2.4 provide an example of the analysis

conducted to assure that Duke penetration designs are
acceptable.

Section 3.6.2.1.2.1 describes the criteria for -
,

postulating breaks at intermediate locations for Class 8 and
~

C piping. The criteria is a deviation from the SRP. A

minimum of two break locations is required. Provide a
' commitment to SRP 3.6.2. -

In Item 11, Table 3.6.2-1, are there no intermediate

breaks postulated in the pressurizer surge line?

In Table 3.6.2-2 are all penetrations Duke Class 8? If

not, are they evaluated for emergency conditions?
.

h h
Fe&Define the variables such as Fy, Ft, in Table,

3.6.2-3.

Table 3.6.2-4 provides stress allowables for pipe

rupture restraints. It is the staff's position that the

strain limit for such restraints is one-half of the ultimate
strain. Therefore, provice assurance that your stress based

.

criteria is always as conservative as the above criteria.
|
!

L
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Provide a schedule for completion of Table 3.6.2-6 and

Table 3.6.2-8.

What are the allowable stresses for the pipe break

locations summarized in Table 3.6.2-6?,

Provide details of the welds in the penetration areas
.

shown in Figures 3.6.2-6, 3.6.2-7 and 3.6.2-8. -
~

Based on our review of FSAR Section 3.6.2 and subject -

to the satisfactory resolution of identified open items, our
findings will be as follows:

We conclude that the pipe rupture postulation and the

associated effects are adequately considered in the plant

design, and therefore are acceptable and meet the

requirements of General Design Criterion 4. This conclusion

is based on the following:

1. The proposed pipe rupture locations have been adequately

assumed and the design of piping restraints and measures

to deal with the subsequent dynamic effects of pipe whip
. and jet impingement provide adecuate protection to the

integrity and functionality of *afety-related structures,
.

systems, and components.

_ _ . _ --
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2. The provisions for protection against dynamic effects

associated with pipe ruptures of the reactor coolant

pressure boundary inside containment and the resulting
~

discharging fluid provide adequate assurance that design
,

basis loss-of-coolant accidents will not be aggravated -,

"

by sequential failures of safety-related piping, and
emergency core cooling system performance will not be

degraded by these dynamic effec'ts

3. The proposed piping and restraint arrangement and

applicable design considerations for high- cnd moderate-,

energy fluid systems inside and outside of containment,

includin,g the reactor coolant pressure boundary, will

provide adequate assurance that the structures, systems

and components important to safety that are in close

proximity to the postulated pipe rupture will be

! protected. The design will be of a nature to mitigate

the consequences of pipe ruptures so that the reactor

can be safely shut down and maintained in a safe,

shutdown condition in the event of a postulated rupture
.

of a high or moderate energy piping system inside or

outside of containment.

,

,

!
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3.9.1 Special Topics for Mechanical components

Our review according to Standard Review Plan 3.9.1 is

concerned with the design transients, computer programs,

experimental stress analyses and elastic plastic analysis

. methods used in the analysis of seismic Category I ASME Code
.

and non-Code items. -

* - Additionally, we have contracted with Pacific Northwest -

Laboratories to perform an independent analysis of a sample
piping system in the Catawba plant. This analysis will

verify that the sample piping system meets the applicable
ASME Code requirements. We will report the results of this

independent piping analysis in a supplement to this Safety-
Evaluation Report.

The applicant must provide a list of transients used in

the design and fatigue analysis of all Code Class 1 and CS

components, and supports and reactor internals within the

reactor coolant pressure boundary. A brief description and

verification of each computer program used in static and

dynamic analyses to determine the structural and functional

integrity of seismic Category I items must be included in
the FSAR. If any experimental stress analysis methods are

used in lieu of analytical methods, sufficiently detailed

information must be provided to show the validity of the

design to meet the provisions of the Code-required " Design
Specifications". If any elastic-plastic stress analysis

methocs are used in comconent cesign, a descriction of the

analysis methods must be provided.

_ _ _ . . ---. - . - - . , _ _ - .- _
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The discussion on design transients lists three

operating conditions: normal, upset, and faulted. The

emergency condition is omitted here. Does this mean that

the Small Steam Break and Small LOCA in Table 3.9-1 (page 2)
,

are evaluated using faulted limits?

.

By definition the OBE is an upset event and should be

analyzed as such for all conditions. This includes fatigue

e' valuation where the cycles due to the OBE must be taken

into account. The Standard Review Plan requires 5 OBE's of

10 cycles each and that loads due to the OBE be combined

with other upset loads when doing the fatigue evaluation.

How many cycles of OBE earthquake are used in the analysis?

For the analysis of the Large Steam Line Break, the

FSAR states that a conservative assumption is that the

reactor is initially in a hot, zero-power condition. Is

this actually conservative?

Are all computer codes used in the analyses included in

tnis section? Provide the referenced documents used for
.

verification of all codes.

'

In qualifying components or eouipment provided by

vendors, the FSAR states " analyses must be in accordance

with the functional and structural analysis requirements set

forth in the applicaole Duke soecifications." Provide an

. _ - - - . . _ . -
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example of the functional and structural analysis

requirements.
i

- The fifth paragraph in the discussion of the seismic

analysis under Reactor Coolant Loop Models and Methods-

discusses the analysis of a component and its lateral
.

- ~ - supports at full power condition. What component does this

paragraph refer to? Is the full power condition a normal
,

operating condition? What criteria is used to determine the

significant modes for seismic analyses? Justify the use of
,

4% critical damping for the loss of coolant accident. Our

review includes figures and table. Provide a schedule for
;

including referenced figures.

The FSAR says that seismic analyses are performed

individually for the reactor coolant pump, the pressurizer

and the steam generator. How is the connected piping

handled for these components? Justify the use of 4%

critical damping for the SSE. It also says that qualification
.

of the reactor pressure vessel is by a " static stress
.

analysis based on loads that have been derived from dynamic

- analysis." Provide details of this analysis and justify its
.

use.

i

-. . , - - - - . - - - - - . . . - - . . - - , - - , . - , . . . - - - , . . . , - . . - , , -
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In postulating a loss of coolant accident for the

analysis of the reactor vessel an upper bound break area of

85 square inches was used. Provide supracting evidence for
.

the upper bound break area of 85 square inches. Were the

- detailed studies which showed'that pipe breaks at reactor

vessel nozzles give highest vessel support loads and

displacement performed for the Catawba plant? If performed-

for a similar plant, show that they are indeed similar to

Catawba.

The FSAR identifies stress limit criteria for Class 1
components and component supports which are not in

compliance with Appendix F of the ASME Code. Provide a

commitment to the stress limit criteria of Appendix F of the
t

ASME Code.

Indicate where a plastic component analysis has been

used with an elastic system analysis or with a plastic

system analysis.

.

For seismic Category I piping other than NSSS, the FSAR

indicates that elastically determined stresses will be

compared against inelastic limits. This approach is not one

of the methods listed in Aopendix F of the ASME Code.

Provide an example of the analyses and provide assurance

that this method is at least as conservative as these in
'

Accendix F.
.

_. __
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Provide your interpretation of jurisdictional

boundaries as they pertain to NF supports. Justify your

position.

*

We have several questions regarding the tables.

The OBE is missing from the design transients in Table.

3.9.1-1. It should be included in this table.

Explain Note la as it refers to the Inadvertent-

Auxiliary Spray Transient in Table 3.9.1-1.

In Table 3.9.1-3, the footnote indicates that a test
may be performed in lieu of an analysis to determine ASME
Code compliance. Provide the criteria for such tests.

What are the allowable stresses which are referenced in
Tables 3.9.1-3, 3.9.3-7, and 3.9.3-8?

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.1 and

contingent on the satisfactory resolution of the open items,
our findings will be as follows:

. The design transients and resulting loads and load

combinations with aporopriate specified design and service

limits for mechanical components is acceptable and meets the

relevant recuirements of General Design Criteria 1, 2, 14,

15, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix S, and 10 CFR Part 100,

Aopendix A. This conclusion is based on the following:

_
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1. The applice it has met the relevant requirements of

General Design Criteria 14 and 15 by demonstrating

that the design transients and resulting loads and

combinations with appropriate specified design and

-
service limits which the applicant has used for

designing Code Class 1 and CS components and supports,
'

and reactor internals provide a complete basis.for

design of the reactor coolant pressure boundary for all
.

conditions and events expected over the service lifetime

of the plant.

2. The applicant has met the relevant requirements of

General Design Criteria 2 and 10 CFR Part 100, Appendix

A by including seismic events in design transients which

serve as design basis to withstand the effects of

natural phenomena.

3. The aoplicant has met the relevant requirements of 10

CFR Part 50, Appendix B, and General Design Criteria 1

! by having submitted information that demonstrates the

applicability and validity of the design methods and
.

computer programs used for the design and analysis of

| , seismic Category I Code Class 1, 2, 3, and CS

structures, and non-Code structures within the present

state-of-the-art limits and by having design control

measures which are acceptable to assure the quality of
t

the computer programs.

l

.
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3.9.2 Dynamic Testing and Analysis of Systems, components,
and Equipment

The review according to Standard Review Plan 3.9.2

covers the criteria, testing procedures, and dynamic,

analyses employed to assure the structural and functional
*

integrity of piping systems, mechanical equipment, reactor
'

internals and their supports under vibratory loadings
including those due to fluid flow and postulated seismic

events. Specifically the review covers the following areas:
seismic system analyses; piping vibration, thermal

expansion, and dynamic effect testing conducted during

startup testing; dynamic responses of reactor vessel

internals caused by steady-state and operational flow

transients; preoperational vibration testing programs and
applicability of prototype data; flow-induced vibration

testing of reactor internals; dynamic system analyses to

confirm structural integrity of the reactor internals and

unbroken loops of RC pipit:9 from LOCA and SSE loads; and

. correlation of the reactor internals vibration test results
and the analytical results.

.

The questions certaining to Section 3.7.3 are included

in this section reflecting the new format of SRP 3.9.2

(NUREG-0800).
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Piping vibration, thermal expansion, and dynamic

effects testing will be conducted during a preoperational
testing program. The purpose of these tests is to assure

that the piping vibrations are within acceptable limits and
.

that the piping system can expand thermally in a manner

consistent with the design intent. During the Catawba,

plant's preoperational and startup testing program, the
applicant will test various piping systems for abnormal

steady-state or transient vibration and for restraint of

thermal growth. This test program must comply with the ASMF

Code, Section III, paragraphs NS-3622, NC-3622, and ND-3622

which require that the designer be responsible by observation

during startup or initial operation, to ensure that the

vibration of piping systems is within acceptable levels. In

addition, pipe whip restraint initial clearances will be

checked as will snubber response. The test program should

consist of a mixture of instrumented measurements and visual
observation by qualified personnel. The applicant will be

required to provide a summary of the results of this test

program upon its completion.

'

The applicant's discussion of the testing program in
the FSAR is too general.

!

_ - - - --- ._ . - _ .
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More detail is needed for the NSSS and BOP preoperational

vibration testing program. The applicant has not given a

clear description of the BOP acceptance criteria for steady-
state piping vibrations. The NSSS program has not been

.

adequately described. What are the acceptance. criteria for

steady-state and transient vibration testing? WiLL- snubbers.

be checked? To what transients wilL the piping be

subjected? Which lines wilL be instrumented? What types of

instrumentation wilL be used? If not instrumented, how wilL

the visual observations be performed? What is the criteria

for testing high flow velocity steam lines?

The FSAR refers to Table 3.9.2-1 which Lists piping

systems subject to steady-state vibration testing. Standard

Review Plan 3.9.2 states that "The systems to be monitored

should include: a) ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 systems, b)
.

other high-energy piping systems inside Seismic Category I

Structures, c) high-energy portions of systems whose failure

could reduce the functioning of any Seismic Category I plant
feature to an unacceptable safety level, and d) Seismic,

Category I portions of moderate-energy piping systems
.

Located outside containment." Canfirm that alL piping

systems in the above categories are in Table 3.9.2-1.

-- _ --
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The applicant mentions three plants which provide

prototypical data for the reactor internals verification

program and the instrumentation programs of Catawba. Which

of the three plants -- Indian Point 2, Trojan or Sequoyah 1 -- --

.

is the valid prototype for Catawba. - -

*

The applicant states that "since Catawba has a-slightly
higher flow rate than Trojan, vibration levels due to the

.

core barrel excitation are expected to be somewhat greater
than those of Trojan." Provide assurance that the vibration

levels in the reactor will not cause failure of the reactor
neutron shield boltings which might result in the dropping
of the neutron shielding pads.*

Unit 1 incorporates a Model D3 steam generator. Unit 2

incorporates a Model 05 steam generator. Provide assurance

that the Model D3 S/G tubes are adequately designed to

prevent failure and adverse secondary side leakage.*

The applicant has committed to test the reactor internals

in accordance with the provisions of Regulatory Guide 1.20,
.

" Comprehensive Vibration Assessment Program for Reactor

, Internals During Preoperational and Start-up Testing",
Revision 2, for non prototype Category I plants. Test

precedures will require operation of the recirculation

system at rated flow with reactor internals important to

*New question.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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safety installed. Blade guides, incore instruments, neutron

sources and fuel will not be installed. Control rods will
e

be either not installed or fully withdrawn and prevented
from inserting. Test duration will assure that a minimum of -

-
,

106. cycles of vibration will be experienced by the critical.

components during two-loop and single-loop operation of the.

recirculation system. At the completion of the flow test,
y

the vessel head wiLL be removed and the internals wiLL be '

inspected for evidence of vibration, wear and loose parts.
'

.

The inspection will cover all components which were examined
. ,

on the prototype design including the shroud, shroud head,

dryer, core support structures, jet pumps, peripheral -(
control rod drive guide tubes, peripheral incore guide -

*

tubes, and lower plenum.

The applicant must provide a brief summary of the

results of this test program upon its completion.

The applicant compares the upper internals configuration

and vibration of Sequoyah and Catawba and says that
~ " Applying a 5% increase in level to the high factors of

l safety deduced from Sequcyah 1 data results in adequate

margins for Catawba upper internals." What are the margins

for the upper internals?

|

~

_ _ - - - .
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Provide Figure 3.9.2-1 as referenced in the FSAR.

'

The FSAR stht.as that for dynamic analysis of the-

reactor internals under faulted conditions,'the stresses are

- - above yield in a few locatiogs. For these cases only, some
.. . ,

,

5 inelastic stress limits are< applied.' Define the inelastic
- '' ;,

,* ,

stress limits and indicate where these, limits have been,

%, t-applied.
~ . m_

'

s .x,

\ '-
.

'

P r e v i o u( t.in a l y s i s for'other nuclear plants have shown

that c e i t.a i n reactor system components and their supports

may be subjected..to previously under-estimated asymmetric

loads under the conditions that rer com the postulation

of ruptures?,3(1the;r'e' actor coolant piping at various

Locations.,
' s .*-

'

.

The applicant has described the design of the reactor
;', , . -

\ internals for blowdown loads only. The applicant should

also provide information on[ asymmetric loads. It is,
'

[' -
' theref'rd, necespaFy to rea'sess the capability of theseo s

- u. ~.
%

reactor mystem comoonents'to' assure that the calculated
''

. ,

dynami c a symme t r i c 1.ca<Js result i ng from these postulated

pipe ruptuces will'be within the bounds necessary to provide.

>~ s,
,

-

high assurance that;the< reactor can be brought safely to a
_

6

%_ ,.n $

%*'
_.-a%i

_
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cold shutdown condition. The reactor system components that
.

'

require reassessment shalL include:

a. Reactor pressure vessel.

b. Core supports and other reactor internals.
.

c. Control rod drives.

'

d. ECCS piping that is attached to the primary cool: ant

piping.

e.- Primary coolant piping.
.

f. Reactor vessel supports.

The fotLowing information should be included in the

FSAR about the effects of postulated asymmetric LOCA loads

on the above-mentioned reactor system components and the

various cavity structures.

1. .rovide arrangement drawings of the reactor vessel
'

support systems in sufficient detail to show the

geometry of alL principal elements and materials of

construction.

!

(

i

.
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2. If a plant-specific analysis wilL not be submitted for

your plant, provide supporting information to

demonstrate that the generic plant analysis under

consideration adequately bounds the postulated accidents.

at your facility. Include a comparison of the
.

- geometric, structural, mechanical, and thermal-hydraulic

similarities between your facility and the case

analyzed. Discuss the effects of any differences.

3. Consider alL postulated breaks in the reactor coolant

piping system, including the folLowing locations:

a. Steam Line nozzles to piping terminal ends,

b. Feedwater nozzle to piping terminal ends.

c. Recirculation inlet and outlet nozzles to recircu-
Lation piping terminal ends.

4 Provide en assessment of the effects of asymmetric

pressure differentials * on the systems and components

.

* Blowdown jet forces at the location of the rupture

(reaction forces), transient differential pressures in the

annular region between the component and the wall, and

transient differential pressures across the core barrel

within the reactor vessel.
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Listed above in combination with alL external Loadings
including safe shutdown earthquake loads and other

faulted condition loads for the postulated breaks

described above. This assessment may utilize the.

fotLowing mechanistic effects as applicable:
,

a. Limited displacement break areas. *

b. Fluid-structure interaction.

c. Actual time-dependent forcing function.

d. Reactor support stiffness.

e. Break opening times.

5. If the results of the assessment on item 3 above
indicate Loads leading to inelastic action of these

systems or displacement exceeding previous design

limits, provide an evaluation of the inelastic behavior

(including strain hardening) of the material used in the,

system design and the effect of the load transmitted to

the backup structures to which these systems are

attached.
.

6. For alL analyses performed, include the method of

- analysis, the structural and hydraulic computer codes

employed, drawings of the models employed and

comparisons of the calculated to allowable stresses and

strains or deflections with a basis for the altowable
values.

. . . -. ,, . . , . - . . - . .- . ---
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7. Demonstrate that safety-related components wilL retain
'

their structural integrity when subjected to the

- combined Loads resulting from the loss-of-coolant

accident and the safe shutdown earthquake.
.

8. Demonstrate the functional capability of any essential
.

piping when subjected to the combined Loads resulting

from the loss-of-coolant accident and the safe shutdown
earthquake.

Section 3.7.3 of the FSAR discusses the seismic system

analysis. We have several questions concerning seismic

analyses.

What portions of the Control Rod Drive Mechanisms are
.

seismically designed?

What criteria is used for determining significant

modes?

|

The applicant states that "when the ground response
l

i spectra are used the acceleration values corresponding to 20

Hz are used as a minimum value for the design of piping and'

components. The acceleration values at 20 H: are greater
.

than the values corresponding to a rigid system and,,

!

therefore, are conservative." Provide an example of this

design method for piping and components.

!

|
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Regulatory Guide 1.92 discusses methods for combination
s

of modal responses. The applicant's method of combining

modal responses is acceptable onty if the absolute value of

"the product of the responses of the modes in each group of
'

closely spaced modes and a coupling factor is added to" "

the' square root of the sum of the squares of alL modes. The,

equation should be: -

N N-N S

[R = R +2 g
K L K11: 1 j=1 K=M. t=K+1

J

What is the duration of the operating basis earthquake?

Several referenced figures, Figures 3. 7. 3 -1, 3. 7. 2 -1,

are missing. Provide a timetable for their inclusion in the
FSAR.

How many earthquake cycles are postulated for BOP

piping? The number of cycles for NSSS components is not

given in Table 3.9.1-1 as stated in the first paragraph.
Provide this information.

.

The equivalent static load method is acceptable if

-

several provisions of SRP 3.9.2 are met. For which seismic

piping has the equivalent static load method of analysis
been used? Provide an example of this analysis.
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For the NSSS piping, how are the three components of

earthquake motion handled in the seismic analysis?*

The applicant states that the specific analytical
.

procedures used in qualifying the pipe depend on its size,
*

temperature, structural frequency, and other factors as

discussed in this section. What criteria is used in

qualifying the pipe?

A period of 0.033 seconds corresponds to a frequency of

30.3 cps. In Regulatory Guide 1.60 the cutoff is 33 eps.

Justify the use of the lower frequency as the cutoff.

Provide a detailed example of the " Alternate Analysis

of Flexible Piping" including the evaluation of Seismic

Anchor Motion. Explain the use of the 15/8 factor and the

29 and 3g limits.

The method for analyzing multiply-supported components
| is unacceptable. The appropriate method is either a

| response spectrum that envelops the response spectra at all

support elevations or multiple response spectra inputs.

Provide a commitment to this method of analysis.
t

*New question.

?
L

!

|

|
!
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The effects of differential seismic movement must be
included in the analysis. The stresses caused by

,

differential seismic motion of piping are secondary stresses

for piping, but are primary stresses for pipe supports.,

They are not secondary stresses as noted. Provide a
.

commitment that your. analysis reflects this.

The FSAR discusses the interaction of seismic Category

I piping with non-seismic piping. Provide an example of how

the :eismic boundary is protected in cases where the seismic

and non-seismic piping connect.

Provide justification that for the Catawba SSE, the

fuel assembly displacements are large enough to resdtt in no

damping values less than 10%.

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.2 and

contingent upon the satisfactory resolution of the open

items, cur findings will be as follows:
,

.

+

. _ _ _ _ _ _
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The dynamic testing and analysis of systems,

components, and equipment is acceptable and meets the
.

relevant requirements of General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4, 14

and 15. This conclusion is based on the fotLowing:-

1. The applicant has met the relevant requirements of

General Design Criteria 14 and 13 with respect to the

design and testing of the reactor coolant pressure

boundary to assure that there is a low probability of

rapidly propagating failure and of gross rupture and to

assure that design conditions are not exceeded during

normal operation in:Luding anticipated operational

occurrences by having an acceptable vibration,. thermal

expansion, and dynamic effects test program which wilL

be conducted during startup and initial operation on

specified high- and moderate-energy piping, and alL,

;

associated systems, restraints and supports. The tests
I

provide adequate assurance that the piping and piping

restraints of the system have been designed to withstand

| vibrational dynamic effects due to valve closures, pump

trips, and other operating modes associated with the

design basis flow conditions. In addition, the tests

!

|
|

1
l

. - - .
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provide assurance that adequate clearances and free

movement of snubbers exist for unrestrained thermal

movement of piping and supports during normal system
-

~

,
heatup and cooldown operations. The planned tests will

develop loads similar to those experienced during
'

reactor operation.

2. The applicant has met the relevant requirements of.

General Design Criteria 2 with respect to demonstrating

design adequacy of all Category I systems, components,

equipment and their supports to withstand earthquakes by
.meeting the regulatory positions of Regulatory Guides

1.61 and 1.92 and by providing an acceptable seismic

systems analysis procedure and criteria. The scope of

review of the seismic system analysis included the

seismic analysis methods of all Category I systeme,

components, equipment and their supports. It included

review of procedures for modeling, inclusion of

torsional effects, seismic analysis of Category I piping
systems, seismic analysis of multiply-supported

equipment and components with distinct inputs,
.

justification for the use of constant vertical static

factors and determination of composite damping. The

review has included design criteria and procedures for

_
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evaluation of the interaction of non-Category I piping

with Category I piping. The review has also included

criteria and seismic analysis procedures for reactor

internals and Category I buried piping outside
.

containment.

- ~

The system analyses are performed by the applicant on an

elastic basis. Modal response spectrum multidegree of

freedom and time history methods form the bases for the

analyses of all major Category I systems, components,

equipment and their supports. When the modal response

spectrum method is used, governing response parameters

are combined by the square root of the sum of the

squares rule. However, the absolute sum of the modal

responses are used for modes with closely spaced

frequencies. The square root of the sum of the squares

of the maximum codirectional responses is used in
-

accounting for three components of the earthquake motion

for both the time history and response spectrum methods.

,
Floor spectra inputs to be used for design and test

verifications of systems, components, equipment and

their supports are generated from the time history

method, taking into account variation of parameters by

peak widening. A vertical seismic system dynamic

analysis will be employed for aLL systems, and
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components, equipment and their supports where analyses~

show significant structural amplification in the

vertical direction.

'~

3. The applicant has met the relevant requir.ements of

, General Design Criteria 1 and 4 with respect to the-

reactor internals being designed and tested to quality

standard commensurate with the importance of the safety

functions being performed and being appropriately

protected against dynamic effects by meeting the

regulatory positions of Regulatory Guide 1.20 for the

conduct of preoperational vibration tests and by having
a preoperational vibration program planned for the

reactor internals which provides an acceptable basis for

verifying the design adequacy of these internals under

test loading conditions comparable to those that will be

experienced during operation. The combination of tests,,

;

predictive analysis, and post-test inspection provide

| adequate assurance that the reactor internals will,

during their service lifetime, withstand the flow-

induced vibrations of reactor operation without loss of

structural integrity. The integrity of the reactor

internals in service is essential to assure the proper

positioning of reactor fuel assemblies and unimpaired

coeration of the control rod assemblies to permit safe

| reactor operation and shutdown.

__ _ __.
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4. The applicant has met the relevant requirements of

General Design Criteria 2 and 4 with respect to the

design of systems and components important to safety to

withstand the effects of earthquakes and the appropriate
.' combinations of the effects of normal and postulated

. accident conditions with the effects of the safe
shutdown earthquake (SSE) by having a dynamic system

analysis to be performed which provides an acceptable

basis for confirming the structural design adequacy of

the reactor internals and unbroken piping loops to

withstand the combined dynamic loads of postulated loss

of coolant accidents.(LOCA) and the SSE. The analysis

provides adequate assurance that the combined stresses

and strains in the components of the reactor coolant

system and reactor internals will not exceed the

allowable design stress and strain limits for the

materials of construction, and that the resulting,

|

| deflections or displacements at any structural elements

of the reactor internals will not distort the reactor
| internals geometry to the extent that core cooling may

be impaired. The methods used for component analysis

have been found to be compatible with those used for the

systems analysis. The proposed combinations of component
!

|
t

:

I

. - _ _
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and system analyses are, therefore, acceptable. The

assurance of structural integrity of the reactor

internals under LOCA conditions for the most adverse
postulated loading event provides added confidence that

,

'

the design will withstand a spectrum of le s ser pipe-

breaks and seismic loading events.,

5. The applicant has met the relevant requir~ements of

General Design Criterion 1 with respect to systems and

components being designed and tested to quality

standards commensurate with the importance of the safety

functions to be performed by the proposed program to

correlate the test measurements with the analysis

results. The program constitutes an acceptable basis

for demonstrating the compatibility of the results from

tests and analyses, the consistency between mathematical

models used for different loadings, and the validity of

the interpretation of the test and analysis results.

|
-

,

1

.
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3.9.3 ASME Code class 1, 2 and 3 Components, Component

Supports, and Core Support Structures

Our review under Standard Review Plan Section 3.9.3 is

concerned with the structural integrity and operability of,

pressure-retaining components, their supports, and core
.

support structures which are designed in accordance with the

American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and

Pr e s sur e Ves s el Code, Section III, or earlier industrial

standards. The three review areas are: loading combinations

and stress limits, design and installation of pressure

relief devices, and component supports.

The first review area is the subject of design and

service loading combinations, including system operating

transients, and the associated design and service stress

limits. The applicant must provide a commitment that all

ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 components, component supports, core

support structures, control rod drive components, and other

reactor internals have been analyzed or qualified in

accordance with the referenced loading combinations.

The FSAR refers to Section 4.5.2 for design loading

conditions for core support structures. This section

discusses Reactor Internals Material. Provide the appropriate
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reference. A table of stress criteria and design loading
s

combinations similar to Table 3.9.3-1 and Table 3.9.3-2 is
.

required for core support structures.

The applicant refers to the Emergency Condition in,

Table 3.9.3-1 and to the stress limits for each loading -
.

- combination in Tables 3.9.3-2, -3, -4, -5 and -6. The -

-

Emergency condition is missing from Table 3.9.3-1 and no

stress limits are given for it. Provide the missing

information.

The applicant must address the criteria used to assure

the functional capability of essential systems when they are
subjected to loads in excess of those for which Service

Limit 8 Limits are specified. By essential systems are

meant those ASME Class 1, 2 and 3 and any other piping

systems which are necessary to shut down the plant following,
or to mitigate the consequences of an accident. Provide

such criteria.

Service limits for bolts must be included in the FSAR.
.

The applicant refers to Tables 3.9.3-11 and 3.9.3-12

for load combinations for supports, restraints, anchors, and
snubbers. However, these tables are indicated as only being
applicable for Duke Class A, 9, C, and F items. Provide the

load combinations for Westinghouse items.

l
i
I

f
!
|

_ _ . - -. -
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The FSAR states that'" Loads for each loading combination

are combined algebraically except that components which

contain positive and negative values are combined to

assemble the worst case load combination." Provide an

example of what ic done here.-

Based upon our review of FSAR 3.9.3.1 and cont-ingent.

.

upon the satisfactory resolution of the open items, our
.

findings will be as follows:

The applicant met the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50,

550.55a and General Design Criteria 1, 2, and 4 with respect

to the design and service load combinations and associated

stress and deformation limits specified for ASME Code Class

1, 2, and 3 components by insuring that systems and components

important to safety are designed to quality standards

commensurate with their importance to safety and that these

systems can accommodate the effects of normal operation as

well as postulated events such as loss-of-coolant accidents

- and the dynamic effects resulting from earthquakes. The

specified design and service combinations of loadings as,

applied to ASME Code Class 1, 2, and 3 pressure retaining

components in systems designed to meet seismic Category I

standards are such as to provide assurance that in the event

of an earthquake affecting the site or other service

-_ __ . - - _ _ _.
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Loadings due to postulated events or system operating

transients, the resulting combined stresses imposed on system
components wilL not exceed allowable stress and strain

*

Limits for the materials of construction. Limiting the

, stresses under such loading combinations provides a

conservative basis for the design of system components to

withstand the most adverse combination of loading events

without loss of structural integrity.

The second review area concerns the applicant's

criteria for designing the ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 safety and

relief valves, their attached piping, and their supports.

In the discussion of design and installation of pressure

relief devices, the ASME Code is referenced several times.

Any references to the ASME Code must specify the part of the
Code being used.*

Table 3.9.3-6 lists the stress criteria for safety

related ASME Code class 2 and class 3 valves. Note 4

. indicates that the design requirements are not applicable to

parts contained within the valve or which are not part of
.

the pressure boundary. It is the staff's position that the

valve disc is a part of the pressure boundary. Therefore,

*New question.
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indicate the design criteria for valve discs when subjected
to "Pmax".

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.3.3 and

contingent upon the satisfactory resolution of the open
.

items, our findings will be as follows: -

.

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 ~CFR Part

50, 550.55a and General Design Criteria 1, 2, and 4 w i't h

respect to the' criteria used for design and installation of

ASME Code class 1, 2, and 3 overpressure relief devices by

insuring that safety and relief valves and their installations

are designed to standards which are commensurate with their

safety functions, and that they can accommodate the effects

of discharge due to normal operation as well as postulated

events such as loss-of-coolant accidents and the dynamic

effects resulting from the safe shutdown earthquake. The

relevant requirements of General Design Criteria 14 and 15

are also met with respect to assuring that the reactor

coolant pressure boundary design limits for normal operation
- including. anticipated operational occurrences are not

exceeded. The criteria used by the applicant in the design
.

and installation of ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 safety and relief

valves provide adequate assurance that, under discharging

conditions, the resulting stresses will not exceed allowa-ble

stress and strain limits for the materials of construction.
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Limiting the stres:es under the loading combinations

associated with the actuation of these pressure relief

devices provides a conservative basis for the design and

installation of the devices to withstand these loads without,

loss of structural integrity or impairment of the
*

overpressure protection function. -
-

The third review area was the applicant's criteria for

the Design of ASME Class 1, 2, and 3 component supports. In

reviewing component supports, the objective is to determine

that adequate attention has been given to design and

analysis so as to provide assurance of the structural

integrity of supports and the operability of active

components that interact with component supports. While

discussing supports and restraints, the FSAR does not

provide sufficient information with respect to snubbers.

Provide the basis for selecting the location, the required

! Load capacity, and the structural and mschanical performance
(

, parameters of all safety-related snubbers (mechanical and

-

hydraulic) and the method of achieving a high level of

operability assurance including:
.

1. A description of the analytical and design methodology

utilized to develop the required snubber locations and

characteristics.
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2. A discussion of design specification requirements to

assure that required structural and mechanical

performance characteristics and product quality are

achieved.
.

3. Procedures, controls to assure correct installation of

snubbers and checking the hot and cold settings during--

plant startup tests.

4. Provisions for accessibility for inspection, testing and

repair or replacement of snubbers.

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.3.1 and
.

contingent upon the satisfactory resolution of the open

items, our findings will be as follows:

The applicant has met the requirements of 10 CFR Part

50, 550.55a and General Design Criteria 1, 2, and 4 with

respect to the design and service load combinations and

associated stress and deformation limits specified for ASME

Code class 1, 2, and 3 component supports by ensuring that

component supports important to safety are designed to
.

ouality standards commensurate with their importance to

- safety, and that these supports can accommodate the effects

of normal operation as well as postulated events such as

|

|

|

l
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Loss-of-coolant accidents and the dynamic effects resulting

from the safe shutdown earthquake. The combination of

loadings (including system operating transients) considered
.

for each component support within a system, including the
-

-

designation of the appropriate service stress. Limit for
each Loading combination, has met the positions-and criteria

.

of Regulatory Guides 1.124 and 1.130 and are in a cordance

with NUREG-0484 and NUREG-0609.
The specified design and

service loading combinations used for the design of ASME

Code class 1, 2, and 3 component supports in systems

classified as seismic Category I provide assurance that in .

the event of an earthquake or other service loadings due to

postulated events or system operating transients, the

|
resulting combined str.3ses imposed on system components

exceed attowable stress and strain Limits for thewilL not

materials of construction. Limiting the stresses under such

conservative basis for theLoading combinations provides a

design of support components to withstand the most adverse .

combination of loading events without loss of structural'

l integrity.

I

Class CS component evaluation findings are covered in

SRP Section 3.9.5 in connection with reactor internals.

i

l

1 _ _ , ,
._,e-- ,m. ,- ~ ~ese .
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3.9.4 Control Rod Drive Systems

Our review according to Standard Review Plan 3.9.4

covers the design, fabrication and testing of the control

rod drive system (CRDS) up to the coupling interface with,

the reactivity control elements in the reactor pressure
e

vessel. The rods and drive mechanism shall be capable of

reliably controlling reactivity changes either under

conditions of anticipated normal plant operational occurrences,
or under postulated accident conditions. We reviewed the

analyses and tests performed to assure the structural

integrity and operability of this system during normal

operation and under accident conditions. We also reviewed

the life-cycle testing performed to demonstrate the

reliability of the control rod drive system over its 40 year
l
l

life.

The FSAR says that "the dynamic behavior of the reactivity

control components has been studied using experimental test

data and experience from operating reactors." Provide
-

details of the tests and data.

Provide any missing figures.

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.4 and

contingent upon satisfactory resolution of the open items,

our findings will be as follows.

. - . - . __ _ ---- _ - - _ _ -
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The design of the control rod drive system is

acceptable and meets the requirements of General Design

Criteria 1, 2, 14, 26, 27, and 29, and 10 CFR Part 50,
550.55a. This conclusion is based on the following:,

1. The applicant has met the requirement of GDC~1 and
.

10 CFR Part 50, 550.55a, with respect to designing

components important to safety to quality standards

commensurate with the importance of the safety functions

to be performed. The design procedures and criteria

used for the control rod drive system are in conformance

with the requirements of appropriate ANSI and ASME

codes.

2. The aoplicant has met the requirements of GDC 2, 14, and

26 with respect to designing the control rod drive system

to withstand effects of earthquakes and anticipated

normal operation occurrences with adequate margins to

assure its reactivity control function and with extremely
low probability of leakage or gross rupture of reactor

o

coolant pressure boundary. The specified design transients,

. design and service loadings, combination of loads, and

limiting the stresses and deformations under such loading

combinations are in conformance with the requirements of

appropriate ANSI and ASME Codes and acceptable regulatory

positions soecified in SRP Section 3.9.3.

-
.. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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3. The applicant has met the requirements of GDC'27 and 29

with respect to designing the control rod drive system

to assure its capability of controlling reactivity and

cooling the reactor core with appropriate margin, in
.

conjunction with either the emergency core cooling
"

system or the reactor protection system. The. operability

assurance program is acceptable with respect to meeting

system design requirements in observed parformance as to

wear, functioning times, Latching, and overcoming a
stuck rod.

.

. 9

|

l

!.

: '

|
;

,

I
L

_, . . - _ _ _ , -
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3.9.5 Reactor Pressure Vessel Internals
.

Our review according to Standard Review Plan 3.9.5 is

concerned with the loading combinations, the design and

construction of the reactor internals and core support-

structures and the deformation Limits for the reactor-
.

internals. For this review, the reactor internals include

the core support and internal structures, and the structural

and mechanical elements inside the reactor pressure vessel
i

excluding the reactor fuel elements, the control rod drive

elements, and the in-core instrumentation. The applicant

has stated that the core support structures are designed in

accordance with Subsection NG, " Core Support Structures", of

the ASME Code, Section III.

The review includes a description of the configuration

and general arrangement of the reactor internal structures,

components, assemblies and systems. Provide details of the

analysis of the energy absorbers. What do they look like? -

How much deflection is there?

| The description of the upper and Lower core supports

| - references Figures 3.9.5-1, 3.9.5-2, and 3.9.5-3. Provide a
i

! schedule for including these three missing figures.
|

|

|

_ _ . _ _ . _ . _ _ - . _ . . _ _ ._. . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ ___ - . . - _ _ __
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The applicant has not included asymmetric loads in the

List of design loadino conditions. Assurance should be

provided that the reactor internals have been analyzed for
asymmetric LOCA loads.*

.

~

Table 3.9.2-2 lists the maximum deflections allowed for -

reactor internal support structures. The atLowable and no-,

Loss-of-function deflections are the same for the upper -

barrel (radial) component. Does this provide an adequate
,

margin of safety?*

Based upon our review of FSAR Section 3.9.5 and contingent

upon the satisfactory resolution of the open items, our

findings wilL be as folLows:

The design of reactor internals is acceptable and meets

the requirements of General Design Criteria 1, 2, 4, and 10

and 10 CFR Part 50, 550.55a. This conclusion is cased on

the folLowing:

1. The applicant has met the requirements of GDC 1 and

10 CFR Part 50, 550.55a with respect to designing the
-

reactor internals to quality standards commensurate with
1

j , the importance of the safety functions to be performed.

The design procedures and criteria used for the reactor

internals are in conformance with the requirements of
l
! Subsection NG of the ASME Code, Section III.
|

|

| *New ouestion.
1

|

|

t

. _-- .- -
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. 2. The applicant has met the requirements of. GDC 2, 4, and

10 with respect to designing components important to

safety to withstand the effects of earthquake and the

- effects of normal operation, maintenance, testing, and
*

postulated loss-of-coolant accidents with sufficient -

margin to assure that capability to perform its. safety
.

functions is maintained and the specified acceptable

fuel design limits are not exceeded.

The specified design transients, design and service
,

loadings, and combination of loadings as applied to the

design of the reactor internals structures and components

provide reasonable assurance that in the event of an

earthquake or of a system transient during normal plant

operation, the resulting deflections and associated

stresses imposed on these structures and components

would not exceed allowable stresses and deformation

limits for the materials of construction. Limiting the

stresses and deformations under such loading combinations

provides an acceptable basis for the design of these
-

structures and components to withstand the most adverse

loading events which have been postulated to occur-

during service lifetime without loss of structural

integrity or impairment of function.

m ._ - _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _
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3.9.6, Inservice Testing of Pumps and Valves

'

The review under Standard feview Plan 3.9.6 is
concerned with the inservice [teytingof certain safety-

,

related pumps and valves typica'lly designated as ASME Class*

1, 2, or 3. Other p'b 5 p s a n d v a l v e s n o t categorized as Code
,

=.

- Class 1, 2, or 3 mayfbe: included if they are considered to

be safety-r+'ated by nthe staff. - -

In Sections 3.9.2 and 3.9.3 of this Technical
6 valuation Report we discussed the design of safety-related'-

1

3- pumps and valves in the Catawba facility. The design ofa

''*toese pumps and vatwes is intended to demonstrate that they
'

' will be capable of performing their safety function (open,

close, s t a r,: , etc.) at any time during the plant life.,

However, to provide added assurance of the reliability of

these components, the applicant will periodically test all
i

its' safety-related pumps and valves. These tests are -

| performed in general accordance with the rules of Section XI

of the ASME Code. These tests verify that these pumps and
s

valves operate successfully when called upon. Additionally,

periodic measurements are made of various parameters and-

i

compared to baseline measurements in order to detect long-

term degradation of the pump or valve performance. Our

review covers the applicant's program for preservice and
1

1
1

_ _ _
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inservice testing of pumps and valves. We give particular

attention to those areas of the test program for which the

applicant requests relief from the requirements of Section

XI of the ASME Code.
,

.

- - The applicant must provide a commitment that the

. inservice testing of ASME Class 1, 2 and 3 components wilL-

be in accordance with the revised rules of 10 CFR, Part 50,

Section 50.55a, paragraph (g).

The applicant has not yet submitted its program for the

preservice and inservice testing of pumps and valves;

therefore, we have not yet completed.our review.

There are several safety systems connected to the reactor

coolant pressure boundary that have design pressure below

the rated reactor coolant system (RCS) pressure. There are

also some systems which are rated at full reactor pressure

on the discharge side of pumps but have pump suction below

RCS pressure. In order to protect these systems from RCS

pressure, two or more isolation valves are placed in series

*

to form the interface between the high pressure RCS and the

low pressure systems. The leak tight integrity of these
.

valves must be ensured by periodic Leak testing to prevent

exceeding the design pressure of the low pressure systems

thus causing an inter-system LOCA.
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Pressure isolation valves are required to be Category A
or AC per IWV-2000 and to meet the appropriate requirements

of IWV-3420 of Section XI of the ASME Code except as
' discussed below.-

Limiting Conditions for Operation (LCO) are required to,
,

be added to the technical specifications which will require
correction action; i.e., shutdown or system isolation when

,

the final approved leakage limits are not met. Also,

surveillance requirements, which will state the acceptable
leak rate testing frequency, shall be provided in the

technical specifications.

Periodic leak testing of each pressure isolation valve

is required to be performed at least once per each refueling

outage, after valve maintenance prior to return to service,
and for systems rated at less than 50% of RCS design

pressure each time the valve has moved from its fully closed

position unless justification is given. The testing

. interval should avecage to be approximately one year. Leak

testing should also be performed after all disturbcnces to
'

the valves are complete, prior to reaching power operation

following a refueling outage, maintenance, etc.

,_ _ - . . _
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The staff's present position on leak rate limiting

conditions for operation must be equal to or less than 1

gallon per minute for each valve (GPM) to ensure the

integrity of the valve, demonstrate the adequacy of the
.

redundant pressure isolation function and give an. indication

of valve degradation over a finite period of time.

Significant increases over this limiting value would be an

indication of valve degradation from one test to another.

Leak rates higher than 1 GPM will be considered if the

leak rate changes are below 1 GPM above the previous test

leak rate or system design precludes measuring 1 GPM with

sufficient accuracy. These items will be reviewed on a case
by case basis.

The class 1 to class 2 boundary will be considered the

isolation point which must be protected by redundant

isolation valves.

In cases where pressure isolation is provided by two;

valves, both will be independently leak tested. When three
'

or more valves provide isolation, only two of the valvesj

need to be leak tested.,
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Provide a list of all pressure isolation valves

included in your testing program along with four sets of

Piping and Instrument Diagrams which describe your reactor

' coolant system pressure isolation valves. Also discuss in

detail how your leak testing program wiLL conform to the --

|

above staff position.

We will report the resolution of these issues in a

supplement to the Technical Evaluation Report.

.

9

|

!

i

|

|-
s'

-

j
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2.0 SITE CHARACTERISTICS

2.1 GE0 GRAPHY AND DEMOGRAPHY

The July 1981 edition of " Standard Review Plan for the Review of

Safety Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants"r (SRP, NUREG-

0800) includes Chapter 2, Site CF.aracteristics. The Catawba Nuclear

Station, Units 1 and 2, was. reviewed in accordance with Sections
2.1.1, 2.1.2, and 2.1.3. The results of this review are contained
in Section 2.1 of this Safety Evaluation Report.

2.1.1 SITE LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

- The site for Catawba Unit 1, which is a proposed two unit site,

consists of 391 acres located in the northeastern portion of York
County in north central South Carolina. Figure 2.1 shows the

j site location with respect to the surrounding area. The site

borders on Lake Wylie about six miles' north of Rock Hill, and

eleven miles south-southwest of the nearest boundary of Charlotter

| North Carolina, the largest city in the area. The exclusion area
|

| and the principal plant structures, in relation to the Duke property
line and site boundary, are indicated on Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.3 shows the LPZ and populous regions within five miles of
f
; Catawba.
I

\

_ . _. .. . - .
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The coordinates of the Catawba station are 35 3'5" north Latitude
U

and 81 4'10" west Longitude. The Universal Transverse Mercator LVIii) "-

coordinates are 3,878,558 neters north and 493,660 meters east,

in zone 17. The site is situated on a peninsula bounded by Beaver

Dam Creek to the north, Big Allison Creek to the south, Lake

Wylie to the east and privately owned Land to the west. The area

in the vicinity of the site is predominantly rural. The Duke

Power Cocpany's Wylie Dam and Hydroelectric Station are located

about 4.5 miles southeast of the site.

2.1.2 EXCLUSION AREA AUTHORITY AND CONTROL

/

The applicant has defined the exclusion area for the Catawba site

as a circular area with a 2500 ft. (762 meters) radius measured

| from a point midway between the center of units 1 and 2. The

applicant owns and controls alL of the Land and mineral rights

f

| within the designated exclusion area except for a one acre cemetery

plot which is owned by the Concord Cemetery Association and Located

approximately 1350 feet inside the east boundary line. The Duke

Power Company and the Concord Cemetery Association entered into

an agreement which outlines Dukes authority to control aLL

! activity pertaining to this property. There are no residents
!
' living within the exclusion area.

'5.

. _. - _ _ - . .. . - - _ . _ - .-
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There are no railroads, highways or-waterways traversing the
,

exclusion area. Lake Wylie extends into the exclusion area at
.

points north and south of the station. Activities within the

exclusion area unrelated to plant (unit 1) operations are

limited primarily to activity associated with the construction

of unit 2, visits by persons to the Concord Church cemetery for

the purpose of conducting memorial or burial services, persons

observing the station and picnicking in the two acre visitors

overlook arear and water related activities on the two small Lake
Wylie coves which extend into the exclusion area. Arrangements

have been made to control and, if necessary, evacuate these

portions of the exclusion area in the event of an emergency.
Refer to section 13.3 of this report for more details of these

arrangements.

We conclude by virtue of ownership, or agreement in the case of

the cemetery, of the Land and control of the mineral rights within

the exclusion area, and on the basis that suitable arrangements

have been made to control aLL activity unrelated to unit 1 operation,

that the applicant has the authority to determine alL activities

within the exclusion arear as required by 10 CFR 100. We also

conclude that the activities unrelated to plant operation within

the exclusion area wilL not interfere with normal plant operation.
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2.1.3 POPULATION DISTRIBUTION -

The resident population in the vicinity of the Catawba site is

shown as a function of distance in the table below. The year

2020 is the nearest census year to the end of plant life.

TABLE 2.1 RESIDENT POPULATION VS. DISTANCE

0-1 0-2 0-3 0-4 0-5 0-10
Year Miles Miles Miles Miles Miles Miles

1970
.

36 495 1776 2820 5620 65221

1980 82 804 3044 7428 11325 72728

2020 115 1117 7335 16755 22377 94436

The. nearest community in the vicinity of the site with more than

1,000 persons ifFort Mill, South Carolina. Located approximately
^

five miles east-southeast of the site, Fort Mill had a population

of 4136 in 1980. The closest large community nearby is Rock Hill,

about six miles south-southeast of the site, with a 1980 population

of 34,968 persons. The population within five miles of the site

in 1980 was 11,325 and within ten miles it was 72,728. The

applicant reported that there was 1,227,436 people Living within

50 miles of the Catawba site in 1970, and this figure was expected

to increase to 1,394,152'by 1980, and by 2020 they projected a
population of 1,849,179. The closest major city within 50 miles

. - . . . - . _.
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of the site is Charlotte, North Carolina, located approximately

seventeen miles east-northeast with a 1980 population of 310,794.

The applicant predicted a population growth rate of about 0.82%/

year for the area within 50 miles of the site during the life of

the plant as compared to a 0.87%/ year growth rate predicted by

the U.S. Sureau of Economic Analysis for this area.

The applicant has selected a low population zone (LPZ) for the

site with a radius of 20,000 ft. (6096 meters) measured from a

point midway between units 1 and 2. In general, the landscape

within the LPI is about the same as the rest of the area immediately

surrounding the Catawba site, rural in nature, with some farming.

and cattle raising, but mostly forest and water areas which are

used for recreational activities. There were approximately 7400

residents living within the LPI in 1980. This number is expected

to double during the life of the plant. In addition to the

resident population, there are many transient personnel that

utilize the area around the Catawba station. Most of the transient

population is attributed to water related recreational activities

on and along the shores of Lake Wylie. In 1977, there were

approximately 700,000 transient personnel that visited this area.

This number is expected to increase only slightly over the years

in conjunction with the increase in resident population. There

are about 658 transients daily that attend school and work in the

LPZ during the school year. Forty of these work at the Kent

,

-n
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Moore Corporation 3.3 miles west-southwest of the site, and three

work at the C&B Machine Products company 3.6 miles west-southwest

of the site, year round. The remaining 615 include students and

staff at the Mt. Gallant Elementary School located three miles

south of the site. There is one other school, the Sethel Elementary

School located 4.1 miles northwest of the site, but there are no

hospitals, prisons, manufacturing or industrial organi:ations within

five miles of the site. Section 13.3 of this report providesa

discussion of the Emergency Preparedness for protection of the

public in this area. The applicant has indicated that the nearest

densely populated center, as defined by 10 CFR 100, of about

25,000 or more persons is Rock Hill, South Carolina. The population

of Rock HitL was 33,846 in 1970 and increased to 34,968 in 1980.
m .

The distance from Rock Hill to the site is approximately 6 miles,

which is at least one and one-third times the LPZ outer radius,
fc3

as required by 10 CFR 100.
A

2.1.4 CONCLUSION

On the basis of the 10 CFR Part 100 definitions of the exclusion

area, the Low population zone and the population center distance,

our analysis of the onsite meterological data from which the

relative concentration factors (X/Q) were calculated (See

section 2.3 of this report), and the calculated potential

radiological dose consequences of design basis accidents (See

Section 15.0 of this report), we have concluded that the exclusion

_
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area, low population zone and population center distance meet the

criteria of 10CFR Part 100 and are acceptable.

2.2 NEARBY INDUSTRIAL, TRANSPORTATION, AND MILITARY FACILITIES

The July 1981 edition of " Standard Review Plan for the Review of

Safety Analysis Reports f or Nuclear Power PlantG" (SRP, NUREG-0800) -

<bt ,
i

INCLUDES Chapter 2, Site Characteristics, as weLL as Chapter 3, --

Design of Structures, Components, Equipment and Systems. The

Catawba Nuclear Station, Units 1 and 2 was reviewed in accordance

with sections 2.2.1/2.2.2, 2.2.3, 3.5.1.5 and 3.5.1.6. The re-

sults of this review are contained in section 2.2 of this Safety
Evaluation Report.

2.2.1 TRANSPORTATION 86dfE3
.

There are no highways, railroads or waterways traversing the Catawba
f

exclusion area. County Road 1132, which formely ran through the ---

A

exclusion area has been relocated outside the exclusion area, but

is stilL available as an approach road to gain access to the visitors

overlook and plant structures from the west side of the site property.
CR 1132 also circumvents the site property from the west side of the

exchsionarea,down and around the southern portion of the app- --

Licants property, toward the southeastern section of the exclusion

area where it branches off to a pubLic road and there connects with

a driveway leading to the cemetery which was provided by the app-
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Licant in agreement with the Concord Cemetery Association. Several

highways pass within five miles of the Catawba site. The closest

highway S.C. 274, located 1.3 miles west of the site is used ~~~

y

primarily for local craffic and for access to the plant and recreation
.lc.

alonplake Wylie. S.C.K161, which is 4.5 T3tes south-southwestareas -

of the site is used mostly for local traffic between Rock Hill and

York, South Carolina. The only major highways in the vicinity are

Interstate 77 and U.S. 321 located six miles east and nine miles west
of the siter respectively. The applicant surveyed the traffic on

the roads in the area, and the cargo carried,to determine if there .

was any potentially hazardous explosive or toxic materials trans- -

ported near the station.that would pose a threat to the plant.

They also examined the potential hazards of material transported

on the mainline of the Southern Railway which p4sses about 4.5 miles a

south-southwest of the station. The applicant concludes that sep- o

A
aration distances of the railroad and highways, as well as the nature

of the roads in the vicinity of the plant is sufficient to preclude;

|
'

adverse effects on the plant in the event of such explosions or re-

leases. The staff, after reviewing the applicants data, concurs.
I

2.2.2 NEAR9Y FACILITIES

There are no military bases; bombing ranges, munitions plants or

missile installations within ten miles of the Catawba site. There

is only one airport within ten miles of the site. The Rock H ll

Airport is about four miles south of the station, it has one w.. e.-
'

runway and accomodatet40 permanently based aircraft the largest of --

iwhich weighs 6,300( pounds. Larger aircraft weighing up to 58,000 . ,.
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pounds utilize this airport a total of 50 times a year. Approximately

70,000 operations take place at the Rock' Hill airport annually.
No plans for expanding the airport are anticipated. There are two

other airports in the general vicinity of Catawba. Gastonia Municipal

Airport is eleven miles north-northwest and Dcuglas Municipal airport
13

f>vLSis 4Q miles northeast of the site. Gastonia airport has one #...;J *-

runway and one sod strip, with 75 permanently based aircraft and

about 18,000 operations annuallye Small private jets currently use -

Gastonia airport and a 500 ft. runway extension is being planned which
I

will accomodate aircraft up to ft,000 pounds. Douglas Municipal air- -

f

port is the largest airport within 50 miles of the site. Douglas

three ;Nhas runways and handled about 272,000 operations in 1980. -..sw
-

, o

B y ,Y9 8 5 it is expected there will be 340,000 operations yearly.
__

Approximately 3100 of the current annual operations are attributed

to nine C-130 transport planes based at Douglas and operated by he

North Carolina Air National Guard.

.

| There are no low level military aircraft training ro+1tes near the

site. Five low attitude Federal airways (V-259, V-54, V-133, V-66

and V-37) are located within a 10 mile radius of catawba. At its

closest point, the centerline of V-259 is 3.1 miles northeast of the

catawba reactor, V-54 is 4.0 miles south, V-l33 is 5.1 miles north-

east, V-66 and V-37 are 6.8 miles southeast and east of the reactor,

respectively.

The applicants assessment of aircraft hazards at the site has been

independently verified by the staff. We have concluded that the
,

probability of an aircraft accident at the station causing radio-
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iological' consequences in excess of the guidelines of 10 CFR Part

100 are within the acceptance criteria of Standard Review Plan Section

2.2.3 (less than about 10- per year)j and is, therefore, acceptable. --

There are five industrial firms within ten miles of Catawba. Only

two of these are within five miles of the station, the EFP Products

28
Division of Kent Moore Corporation which f a b,/c a t e s stainless steel - - -

molds for high pressure plastic laminating, and the C &B Machine

Products company which manufactures screw machine parts. None of

these industries s ip or receive hazardous materials that could pre- ---

sent a threat to the plant. There is little or no changes or ex-

pansion of industrial fac!Lities expected within five miles of the
4

station in the foresetable future. ~--

The Carolina Pipeline company has two natural gas pipelines run-

ning in the general vicinity of the site. The closer line is six

inches in diameter operating at 717 PSIG maximum, approximately 4.3

miles south of the station 7 while the other line which is 6.5 miles ---

I
away, is 32 inches in diameter and has a maximum operating pressure --

of 686 PSIG. Both of these lines normally carry natural gas, but
N

during heavy demand periods a propane-air mixture is in\ected ato __

the natural gas. There are no plans for transporting other products

in these pipelines. The separation distances from these pipelines
C

is sufficient to preclude any adverse effeKts on the Catwba station. --

There are no drilling, mining or quarry operations within five miles

of the site. There is however, a liquid propane storage facility
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about 6.5 miles west-southwest of the station which is operated by
T

the Carolina -/'ransco Propane Company. The storage facilities con-
:

sist of a 16 million gallon and a 50 million gallon underground

cavern, two 45,000 gallon and one 90,000 gallon above ground tank /. --

There is a six-inch diameter pipeline used for transporting propane

to and from the storage area, and facilities for loading and unload-

ing trucks and tank cars. The caverns consist of rooms approximately

25 ft, wide and 40 ft. high that are cartitioned by 40 ft. square

pillars and located 410 ft. underground. Seven 30,000 gallon tank

cars can be accomodated at the rail siding at one time, and about 50

tank car shipments are made from this siding annually. The applicant

analyzed the propane storage areas and the associated transportation

facilities to determine the consequences of potential accidents at

these f acilities 'and the ffects they would have on the operation -

e
of the Catawba station. The storage area wasd{ signed such that be- -

cause of the depth of the caverns (410 ft) the hydrostatic pressure
.

is greater than the vapor pressure of the stored propane, thus main-

taining any leakage into rather than out of the caverns. Various

pressures, etc. are monitored routinely in order to assure a safe

pressure differential for the stored propane. Because of the volume

of liquid carried and the separation distances involved when shipping

by either rail (4.5 miles) or truck (1.3 miles), the applicant concluded

that a tank car or truck accident would not pose a problem to the

plant structures. The applicant assumed,the most probable propane

accident to be a rupture in an above ground storage tank, in the six

inch propane pipeline, or in the below ground caverns. In each case
0

the applicant p3stulated that the propane vaporized immediately, --

after being released at a stipulated rate, and then detonated near the
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did not occur immediately, but a delayed vapor cloud explosion took

place closer to the Catawba station. In either case, with the amount
.

of propane available and the separation distances involved, the peak

incident overpressure resulting from the detonation of the propane

vapors was below 1 psi, the limits specified in Regulatory Guide 1.91.

We agree with the applicant that the effect of a potential propane re-

Lease and subsequent explosion will not damage the safety related struc-

tures at Catwba.

CL
Toxic gases on or nea'r the site do not pose4 problem at the station. e-

However, the applicant has considered the unlikely possibility that

both the sulfuric acid and hypocnlorite tanks rupture or leak simul-
.

taneously, allowing the two to combine and produce chlorine gas. Con-

sequently, the applicant has installed a chlorine detector in the control

room HVAC system which will isolate the control room upon initiatione -

2.2.3 CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the information provided by the applicant, and our

review based upon criteria in 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, GDC4, and

in Standard Review Plan Section 2.2.3, we have determined that the

plant is adequately protected and can be operated with an acceptable
b

degree of safety as a result of activities at near\y transportation, -

.

industrial and military facilities.

.

a
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SAFETY EVALUATION REPORT

We have evaluated tne proposed radiation protection program presented in
Chapter 12 of the Catawba 1 & 2 FSAR against the criteria set forth in the
Standard Review Plan (SRP), NUREG-0800, Chapter 12. This FSAR was submitted
by Duke Power Company. The radiation protection measures at Catawba 1 & 2 are

intended to ensure that internal and external exposures to station personnel,
contractors, and the general population due to station conditions, including
anticipated operational occurrences, will be within applicable limits of 10 CFR
20 and will be as low as is reasonably achievable.

The basis of our acreptance of the Catawba 1 & 2 Radiation Protection Program
~

-is that doses to personnel will be maintained within the limits of 10 CFR 20,
" Standard for Protection Against Radiation". The Applicant's radiation pro-
tection designs and program features are also consistent with the guidelines
of Regulatory Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational
Exposures at Nuclear Power Stations will be as Low as is Reasonably Achievable,"

.

(Rev. 3). Some of the radiation protection measures which the applicant will
use at Catawba 1 & 2 include: minimizing the use of cobalt-containing hard-
facing materials and restriction of cobalt impurities in primary system metals
to reduce the level of activated corrosion products; shielded chases provided
for radioactive piping; location of radioactive components in separately
shielded cubicles; installing piping, valves and connectors to avoid dead legs
and crud traps; and training of personnel in radiation protection. The appli-
cant's use of these and other radiation protection features will help to ensure
that occupational radiation exposures are maintained as low as is reasonably
achievable, both during plant operation and during decommissioning.

!

On the basis of our review of the Catawba 1 & 2 FSAR, we have concluded that
'

the radiation protection measures incorporated in the design will provide rea-
sonable assurance that occupational doses will be maintained as low as is rea-

| sonably achievable and below the limits of 10 CFR Part 20. These radiation
i

SERBU/ CATAWBA SER INPUT 12-1
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design features are consistent with the guidelines of Regulatory Guide 8.8
(Rev. 3) and are considered acceptable.

12.1 Ensuring That Occupational Radiation Exposures Are As low As Is
Reasonably Achievable (ALARA)

.

12.1.1 Policy Considerations

The applicant provides a management commitment to assure that Catawba 1 & 2
~

will be designed, constructed, and operated in a manner consistent with Regula-
tory Guides 8.8; 8.10, " Operating Philosophy for Maintaining Occupational Expo-
sures As Low As Is Practicable"' Regulatory Guide 3.8, " Personnel Selection

- and Training," (Rev.1)~ and 10 CFR Part 20. The Catawba plant basic design
predates Regulatory Guide 8.8; .however...the ALARA philosophy is a major design -

consideration of the plant. The applicant has continued to review, update,
and modify the plant design during the ensuing design and construction phases.
The System Health Physicist will perform periodic reviews of station programs
to assure adequate conformation of the health physics program and to assure
that ALA.RA and health physics requirement are met. The objective of these
reviews and inspections is to' ensure that the personnel exposures at Catawba l' ' '

& 2 will be maintained as low as is reasonably achievab'le in accordance with
Paragraph 20.1(c) of 10 CFR Part 20.

,

-

The Station Health Physicist and corporate general office have the responsibility
to ensure that radiation exposures are maintained ALARA. The System Health

Physicist is responsible for the formulation of the Health Physics program,
and provides technical guidance, support, and evaluation to assure that the

i program is properly run and radiation exposures are ALARA. The Station Manager
has overall responsibility for the protection of personnel against radiation. ~

The Station Health Physicist conducts the health physics program, carries out
procedures, measures and evaluates the station's radiological status, and esti-
mates and monitors personnel exposures to ensure that exposures of all personnel
are kept within the limits of 10 CFR 20 and ALARA. The Applicant used the cri-
teria of Regulatory Guides 1.8, 8.8, 8.10, and 10 CFR Part 20 in the development
of his radiation protection program and therefore the policy considerations
are acceptable.

.SERBU/CATAW8A SER INPUT 12-2
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12.1.2 Desion Consideration

To reduce radiation exposures the applicant has incorporated general considera-
tions into the design to reduce 1) the need to enter radiation fields, 2) the
time of exposure when entry is necessary. and 3)'the dose rate during exposure.
These general considerations are implemeated by specific radiation protection
design guidelines. Also information gained from the applicant's study of
operating experience from power reactors, including Oconee, McGuire and other
ice condensor type plants, is factored into the design. Finally, design
reviews are performed by radiation protection personnel to ensure that occupa-
tional radiation exposures will be as low as is reasonably achievable. The

design considerations are consistent with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8
and are therefore acceptable. Duke Power Company has incorporated the following
facility and equipment design considerations at Catawb~a-1 & 2 to satisfy the
design objectives and minimize exposures:

1. Manually operated valves are equipped with reach rods extending through
the shield wall;

2. To minimize radiation streaming, shield plugs and concrete hatches are
designed with stepped sides;

i 3. Flushing connections on systems are provided to relieve crud build-up;
.

t 4. For equipment located in high dose rate areas, remote actuators are pro-
vided for frequently operated valves associated with system operation;

,

i

|

| S. Radioactive and non radioactive equipment and piping are kept separate to
minimize dose during maintenance.

12.1.3 Operational Considerations
9

The applicant has committed to include in his operational procedures measures
for reducing exposure and the criteria for implementation of those measures is
consistent with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8.
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Operating and maintenance personnel follow specific plans and procedures in
'

order to assure that "as low as is reasonably achievable" goals are achieved
in the operation of the plant. High radiation exposure operations are care-
fully preplanned and carried out by personnel well-trained in radiation pro-
tection and using proper equipment. During such maintenance activities, per-
sonnel are monitored for exposure to radiation and contamination. Upon

completion of major maintenance jobs, personnel radiation exposures are eva-
luated in a timely manner and compared with predicted man-rem exposures. The

results are used to make changes in future job procedures and techniques. The

management staff reviews radiation exposure trends to determine major changes
in problem areas, and identify which groups and tasks are accumulating the
highest exposures. Implementation of the health physics program, selected pro-
cedures~, and past exposure records will also be reviewed. The staff uscs these

, reports to recommend design. modifications or changes in plant procedures. These

practices conform with those in Regulatory Guide 8.8 and 8.10 and are acceptable.

12.1.4 Decommissioning
- =

For Cata.wba 1 & 2, those design features incorporated by the applicant for main-

taining occupational radiation exposure as low as is reasonably achievable during
plant operation and maintenance will also serve to maintain radiation exposure
as low as is reasonably achievable during decommissioning operations.

12.2 Radiation Sources -

Section 12.2 of the Catawba 1 & 2 FSAR describes the sources of contained and
airborne radioactivity used as inputs for the dose assessment,and for the design
of the shielding and ventilation systems. The methods and bases used by the
applicant to estimate the Fource term are also described. A more detailed
-description of the source term development is presented in Chapter 11 of the
FSAR.

.

f
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12.2.1 Contained Sources and Airborne Radioactive Material Sources

The location and strengths of the contained radiation sources which must be
shielded or included in the dose assessment are provided. The bases for the
source terms meet our acceptance criteria as described below. The fission
product source terms are based on a failed fuel fraction of 1 percent.

The coolant and corrosion activation product source terms are based on measure-
ments at operating pressurized water reactors (PWRs), and they are consistent
with American National Standard N237-1976, " Source Term Specification." Neutron
and prompt gamma source terms are based on reactor core physics calculations
and applicable reactor operating experience. The contained radiation source
terms are comparable to estimates by other applicants with pressurized water
designs and are acceptable. - - -- -

The primary radiations within the containment during power operation are neutron
and gamma radiation resulting from the fission process in the core.

The reactor coolant system is the highest source of ra'diation in the contain-
ment. The reactor coolant contain's fission products from fuel clad defects
and activation and corrosion products. Of these radiation sources, nitrogen-16,
is the predominant activity in the reactor coolant pumps, steam generators,
and the reactor coolant piping. Outside the containment and after shutdown
inside the containment, the primary sources of per,sonnel exposure are fission
products from fuel clad defects and activation products, including activated
corrosion products.

.

Almost all of the airborne radioactivity within the plant is due to equipment
leakage. The applicant has provided a tabulation of normally expected airborne "

radioactivity concentrations in equipment cubicles, corridors, and operating
areas due to equipment leakage. The bases for these leakage calculations are
in accordance with NUREG-0017, " Calculation of Releases of Radioactivity Mate-
rials in Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from PWR's." The ventilation system will
be designed to maintain exposures within the limits of 10 CFR 20.103 and ALARA.
Air will be routed from areas of low potential airborne contamination to areas

.
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of increasing potential airborne contamination. The resulting estimated air-
borne radioactivity concentrations in frequently occupied areas will be a small
fraction of 10 CFR Part 20 limits and are acceptable. The source terms used
to develop these airborne concentration values are comparable to estimates by
other applicants with similar designs and are acceptable. -

.

12.3 Radiation Protection Design Features

Section 12.3 of the Catawba 1 & 2 FSAR . describes the features which are included
in the radiation protection design of the plant to maintain exposures as low
as is reasonably achievable. Separate descriptions are presented for the cate-
gories of facility design features, shielding, ventilation, and area radiation

.

and airborne monitoring instrumentation. * ~

*
. . . . . .

. .
. .

12.3.1 Facility Design Features

The applicacit has provided evidence that the dose accumulating functions per-
'

formed by workers have been considered in the plant design. Features have been
included in the design to help maintain exposure as low as is reasonably achiev-
able in the performance of'those functions. These features will facilitate
access to work areas, reduce or allow the reduction of source intensity, reduce
the time required in radiation fields, and provide for portable shielding and
remote handling tools. The applicant's facility design features are consistent
with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8. Therefore, we conclude that the
facility design features are acceptable.

The applicant has provided six radiation zones as a basis for classifying occu-
pancy and access restrictions in various areas. On this basis, maximum design
dose rates are established for each zone and used as input for shielding of
the respective zones.

The areas inside the restricted area are divided into a number of radiation
dose rate zones for design purposes. The areas that will have to be occupied
on a predictable basis during normal operations and anticipated occurrences
are zoned such that exposures will be below the limits of 10 CFR Part 20, and
will be as low as is reasonably achievable. The zoning system and access
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control features also meet the posting and entry requirements of 10 CFR
'

Part 20.203 and are consistent with Regulatory Guide 8.8. Several features
are included in the plant design and operational program to minimize the
build-up of activated corrosion products--a major contributor to occupational
dose. The use of high cobalt, hard facing and wear materials in the primary
system has been limited to those places where it is ,necessary. Valve and pipe
connections have been designed to minimize this build-up. Control of chemistry
in the primary system will also minimize this build-up. Therefore, we conclude
that the applicant has given considerat. ion to the inclusion of design features
to minimize the build-up of activated corrosion products.

12.3.2 Shielding
.____

. .

'

i . .The shielding was designed to meet the requirements oi the' radiation dose rate '
zone system discussed above. The applicant's shielding design methods, includ-

~

ing the use of source terms, cross section data, shield and source geometries,
and radiation transport calculational schemes, are consistent with generally
accepted pra2tice. Also, the shield design and construction will be consistent
with the guidance of Regulatory Guide 8.8, and Regulatory Guide 1.69, " Concrete

'

: Radiation Shields'for Nuclear Power Plants'".
' ~~'

-

Based on a site visit and additional information submitted by the applicant in
response to our questions, the shielding and controls proposed by the applicant
for the spent fuel transfer tube appear to be adequate and are acceptable.

II.B.2 Plant Shielding for Vital Area Access

Apolicant's Filings

By submittals dated 6/8/81, 8/7/81, and 1/28/82, the applicant has provided
documentation of actions to be taken at Catawba 1 & 2 to implement short-term
lessons learned item II.B.2 of NUREG-0737. '

.

e
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Status Report
.

4

Discussion and Status

The shielding design review performed by Duke Power Company for Catawba 1 & 2

has been reviewed in accordance with the criteria of NUREG-0737. The descrip-
tions meet the staff positions and requirements in r'egards to postaccident
shielding and vital area access and are acceptable.

(1) Source Terms

The source terms used by Duke Power in their evaluation are equivalent to
those recommended in Regulatory Guides 1.3 and 1.4 and described'in NUREG- -

0737. For 1.iquid containing sources, the source term Ys cons'idered to be

mixed in the largest sump volume, while for gas containing systems, the
source term is considered mixed in the containment net free volume. Source
terms for time after shutdown ranging from 0 to 720 hours after release

=are provided in FSAR Table 12.3.2-4.

(2) Systems Containing the' Source' ~

C- .

~' '

Those systems and volumes assumed to contain high levels of radioactivity
in a postaccident situation are containment, residual heat removal system,
safety injection systems, CVCS, containment spray system, sample lines
and gaseous radwaste. .

(3) Vital Areas
.

Areas of vital access identified by Duke include the control room complex,
,

the postaccident sampling room, the normal sampling room, the count room,
and the technical support center. Occupancy factors for continuous or
part-time occupancy,' as well as infrequent access, were determined as
needed to evaluate doses in vital areas. Doses calculated by Duke for
personnel in vital areas during the course of the accident do not exceed
GDC 19 criteria. The radwaste control panels and h'ydrogen recombiner con-

trol panel were evaluated by the applicant and found to be fully accessible
in postaccident conditions.

]
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(4) Dose Rate Criteria

The applicant has stated that doses for personnel in vital areas will not
exceed GOC 19 guidelines during the course of the accident. Accident dose
rates and doses were determined at the time of maximum activity. The

i applicant has provided the projected doses and time after accident rela-
tionships for anticipated activities in vital areas in accordance with

'

our guidance. Dose rate maps for potentially occupied areas are provided,
and access routes to vital areas are planned to pass through zones of less
than 1 R/hr. Low dose rate routes will be verified by surveys. Dose rates
are determined using ANISN, SABINE, KAP VI, SHIELD, MORSE, DOT, and N237
BURP codes.

Special Problems
_ _ e_ . . ... . .--

None.

:Projected End Date

Complete. , .. - .

12.3.3 Ventilation

The ventilation system at Catawba 1 & 2 will be designed to protect personnel
and equipment from extreme thermal and environmental conditions and ensure that

plant pe>:onnel and the general public are not inadvertently exposed to airborne
l contaminante exceeding those given in 10 CFR Part 20. The applicant intends

to maintain personnel exposures as low as is reasonably achievable by: 1) main-
! taining air flow from areas of potentially low airborne contamination to areas

of higher potential concentrations; 2) ensuring negative or positive pressures
! to prevent exfiltration or infiltration of potential contaminants, respectively;

and 3) locating ventilation system intakes so that' intake of potentially con-
taminated air from other building exhaust points is minimized. These design
criteria are in accordance with the gdidelines of Regulatory Guide 1.52 and
Regulatory Guide 8.8. Some examples of exposure reduction features in the
ventilation system are listed below.

|
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Ventilation fans and filters are provided with adequate space to permita.

servicing with minimum personnel radiation exposure. The HVAC system is
designed to allow replacement of components.

'

b, Ventilation ducts are de' signed to minimize the buildup of radioactive con-
tamination within the ducts to the maximum extent practicable. Welded

seams are used to join ductwork segments and in'ternal obstructions are
avoided wherever practicable.

Access and service ventilation systems in potentially radioactive areasc.

are provided by component location to minimize operator exposure during
maintenance, inspection, and testing in that the outside air supply units
and building exhaust system components are enclosed i'n ventilation eq'uip- '" :. .

ment rooms.- Y -
~

, , , , ,

,

These equipment rooms are located in low radiation level area and are
accessible to the operators. Work space will be provided around each unit
for anticipated maintenance,, testing, and inspection.

12.3.4 Area Radiation and Airborne Radioactivity Monitorina Instrumentation

| 12.3.4.1 Area Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation

The applicant's area radiation monitoring system is designed to: 1) monitor'

the radiation levels in areas where radiation levels could become significant
and where personnel could be present; 2) alarm when the radiation levels exceed
preset levels to warn of excessive radiation levels; and 3) provide a continu-

. ous record of radiation levels at key locations throughout the plant. In order
to meet these objectives, the applicant plans to use 32 area monitors located
in areas where personnel may be present and where radiation levels could become
significant. The area radiation monitoring system is equipped with local and
remote audio and visual alarms and a capability for central recording.

The applicant has provided area radiation monitors around the fuel storage
areas as criticality monitors per Regulatory Guide 8.12.
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II.F.1(3) In-Containment High Range Radiation Monitors

Applicant's Filings

By submittals dated 6/8/81, 8/7/81, and 1/28/82, the applicant has provided
documentation of actions to be taken at Catawba 1 & 2 to implement short-term
lessons learned Item II.F.1(3) of NUREG-0737.

Status Report

, Discussion and Status
,

-Catawba 1, & 2 will have two high range General Atomic ionizaticn chambers cap- ~

able of fol. lowing postaccident gamma radiation levels'in the containment. -The ~'

range of these instruments is 10* to 10 R/hr (gamma), and adequate sensitivity8

and accuracy is provided over the 60 kev to 3 MeV energy range by the GA RD23
detector. Thetworadiationmonitorswilibewidelyseparatedincontainment,
and positioned so as to provide an adequate assessment of in-containment radia-
tion levels. Each monitor will be independently powered from a vital bus. An

analog meter and continuous strip chart recorder p'rovide output in the control
Electronic calibration of the monitors will be performed at each refuel-room.

ing outage to complement the in situ calibration of the monitor range below
10 R/hr. The monitors adequately meet the seismic and environmental positions
of NUREG-0737. The Duke response will meet our positions in NUREG-0737 and be
acceptable for fuel loading and full power operations.

Special Problems '

.None.
.

Projected End Date
a

. Complete.
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12.3.4.2 Airborne Radioactivity Monitoring Instrumentation

'

The design objectives of the applicant's airborne radioactivity monitoring
system are: 1) to assist in maintaining occupational radiation exposure to
airborne contaminants as low as is reasonably achievable; 2) to check on the
integrity of systems containing radioactivity which are being monitored; and
3) to warn of inadvertent release of airborne radioactivity to prevent over-

~

exposure of personnel. The applicant can utilize grab sampling or mobile air-
borne radioactivity monitors in work areas where there is a potential for air-
borne radioactivity. These airborne ra'dioactivity monitors will have the cap-
ability to detect ten MPC-hours of particulate and iodine radioactivity in any
compartment which has a possibility of containing airborne radioactivity and
which may be occupied by personnel. All airborne and and a'rea radioactivity -

monitors will be calibrated at regular time intervals in 'accordance~ with sta- '
'

tion procedures. The objectives and location criteria of Catawba 1 & 2 area
and airborne radiation monitoring systems are in conformance with 10 CFR
Part 20 and Regulatory Guides 8.2 and 8.8, and are acceptable.

*-

12.4 Dose Assessment
*

I

The applicant has based his estimate of annual person-rem exposure on experi-
ence from currently operating reacto:s, McGuire and Oconee stations experience,
and the manner in which his own statico has been designed and will be operated.
He has performed an assessment of the dase in agreement with Regulatory
Guide 8.19. The assessment considers doses that w'ill be received by plant and
contractor personnel based on occupancy factors in zones to be occupied, the
dose rates in these zones, estimate of occupancy times, and the manpower
necessary to perform the various tasks involved in plant operations. The

annual collective dose equivalent is expected to be on the order of 480
person rems per unit. Currently operating PWR's average 440 person rems per
unit annually, with particular plants experiencing an average lifetime annual
dose as high as 1300 person rems. These dose averages are based on widely
varying yearly doses of PWR's. Long term exposures should not exceed this
value significantly. The basis for this estimate is associated with detailed
dose estimates by specific tasks for the following work functions; reactor
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operations and surveillance, routine maintenance (normal and refueling opera-
tions), inservice inspection, special maintenance (e.g. steam generator main-
tenance, reactor coolant pump seal inspection and repair), waste processing
and refueling. The applicant will control doses through a formal ALARA program
which has already been effectively applied at the Oconee and McGuire stations.

The doses expected from normal operations are detailed in Tables 12.4-1 through
12.4-10 and are consistent with operational experience at other operating ice
condenser plants such as Cook, McGuire, and Sequoyah. Anticipated doses for
maintenance and inservice inspection reflect current experience, such as steam
generator inspection and repair, at a level consistent with effective opera-
tional practices, good chemistry controls, and ALARA work planning and conduct.
For abnormal occurrences, Duke Power has evaluated post-accident dose rates
and doses for areas which are considered vital to post-acci~ dent control and '

recovery, and determined that. occupancy and access for these areas will be :

below General Design Criteria 19 dose criteria. Special systems and proce-
dures which enable ALARA doses for post-accident activities have been designed
and developed for Catawba.

" =
, y.:;-

II.B.3 Postaccident Sempling - Alara Evaluation
. .

,

Applicant's Filings

By submittals dated 6/8/81 and 8/7/81, the applicant has provided documentation
of actions to be taken at Catawba 1 & 2 to implement short-term lessons learned
Item II.B.3 of NUREG-0737.

Status Report
-

Discussion and status

The applicant has evaluated actions to minimize personnel radiation exposure
during postaccident sampling at Catawba 1 & 2. Eqdipment, procedures, and
facilities have been designed to achieve ALARA radiation exposures at Catawba 1
& 2 in the event that postaccident sampling must be accomplished:

.
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A new sampling panel designed for postaccident conditions will be provided.a.

Sample line routing will be in accordance with shielding review findings.

b. System design reduces radiation exposure under accident conditions.
,

Length of sample linas is minimized and larger radius bends are utilizedc.

to minimize plateout.

d. Actions to be taken to minimize exposure have been incorporated into
procedures.

Procedures include preplanning, modifications (such as shielding) ande.

approvals for sampling. -
*

.

f. Analytical procedures have been found appropriate for the expected
activity levels.

The applicant's plans for postaccident sampling appear ALARA and shoo'ld enable
'

postaccident sampling within the guidelines of GDC 19. These actions meet our
positions in NUREG-0737 and Regulatory Guide 8.8 and are, therefore, acceptable
for fuel loading and full power operations.

Special Problems

None. (Note that the major portion of the II.B.3 review is performed by ETSB).

Projected End Date:

| Complete.

Characteristic corrosion problems which could potentially develop in the Catawba
steam generators (Westinghouse design) have been avoided at other facilities

by sound fundamental operating procedures, and careful control of steam genera-
tor and feedwater chemistry. The staff has evaluated the general issue of
steam generator tube degradation for the Commission in SECY 81-664 (November 24,I

1

1981) "Information Report-Steam Generator Tube Experience," and has recommended
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that operation of licensed PWR facilities continue, and that licensing of new
facilities continue to be supported. The applicant's exposure estimates are
consistent with Regulatory Guide 8.19 and the staff's ALARA policy and we.

therefore find them acceptable.

12.5 Operational Radiation Protection Program
!
1

,

Section 12.5 of the Catawba 1.& 2 FSAR describes the applicant's health physics
program. The description includes the radiation protection organization, equip-
ment, instrumentation, facilities, and .the procedures for radiation protection.

The health physics program objectives are to provide reasonable assurance that
, the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 are not exceeded, to further' reduce" unavoidable

exposures, and.to' ensure that individual and total pers'on-rem oc~cupa~tional radi-
ation exposures are maintained as low as is reasonably achievable.

12.5.1 Organization

.c =

The appl.icant's organization will include health physics professionals and tech-
nicians. The Station Health Physicist will' have the responsibility for condu'ct-

'

ing the health physics program and procedures and maintaining exposures as low
as is reasonably achievable. The staff has reviewed the structure, qualifica-
tions and duties of the health physics organization against the criteria of
Regulatory Guide 1.8, NUREG-0731, " Guidelines for Utility Management Structure

| and Technical Resources" and Regulatory Guide 8.8. The successful functioning
'

of a similar radiation protection program and organization at Duke Power's
Oconee and McGuire facilities, provides strong experience upon which to base
the Catawba program. The qualifications and experience of the Station Health
Physicist were reviewed during a staff visit to the Catawba station and are
acceptable. Backup personnel for the station Health Physicist are available
at Catawba and are acceptable in accordance with our positions.

F

F
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12.5.2 Equipment, Instrumentation and Facilities

The applicant's health physics facilities will include an HP office and work-
i

rooms, portable instrument calibration and storage areas, personnel and equip-
ment decontamination areas, change room and access control point, a laundry
room, radiochemistry facilities (counting room and chemistry laboratory), and
health physics facilities in the auxiliary building and reactor building.

Equipment to be used for radiation protection purposes includes portable radia-
~

tion survey instruments, personnel monitoring equipment, fixed area and airborne
,

radioactivity monitors, air samplers, respiratory protective equipment and pro-
tective clothing. The counting room contains instrumentation such as Ge(Li)
d'etectors for gamma spectrometry, a liquid scintillation counter for tritium,
and Geiger Muller.and.phoswich scintillation counters for gross alpha, beta,
and gamma counting. Instrumentation is subjected to operational checks, cali-
bration, and a quality control program. We find the numbers of and types of
equipment to be used is adequate and provides reasonable assurance that the

applicant wi11 be able to maintain occupational exposures as low as is reason-
ably achievable.

. . ,

Based on a site visit and additional information submitted in response to our
questions, the equipment and procedures to be used at Catawba for personnel
contamination control appear to be adequate to ensure an ALARA personnel con-
tamination control program.

l

:

III.D.3.3 In-Plant Radiciodine Monitoring

Applicant's Filings

By submittals dated 6/8/81, 8/7/81, and 1/28/82, the applicant has provided
documentation of actions to be taken at Catawba 1 & 2 to implement short-term
lessons learned Item III.D.3.3. '
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Status Report

Discussion and Status

Catawba Health Physics personnel are trained and knowledgeable on procedures
and ey:ipment used for monitoring radioiodine levels in the plant under all

'

conditions. Catawba-has portable air samplers, charcoal and silver zeolite
cartridges for radiciodine sampling. In addition, a "go/no go" method of
determining radioiodine concentrations for respiratory equipment use is avail-
able - using portable " survey-type" instruments, portable air samplers, and
silver zeolite cartridges.

Detailed radiofodine analyses can be performed in ind'ependent counting rooms in' -

.the Auxiliary Build,ing or Service. Building for low background. Equipmen~t -

includes multichannel analyzers and scintillation / counter scalers for analysis
and counting. Silver zeolite is used where noble gas interference is suspected.
The methods for monitoring in plant radioiodine at Catawba meet our positions
in NUREG-0737 and are acceptable for fuel loading and full power.

.

Special Problems " ' "

None. -

Projected End Date
.

s

Complete.
.

| All permanent and' temporary plant personnel will be assigned thermoluminescent
dosimeter badges to be wurn in controlled areas at all times. These badges

will be processed monthly in accordance with Regulatory Guide 8.3, or more fre-
quently if significant exposures are suspected. All personnel assigned TLD;

badges are also required to wear direct reading dosimeters when entering the
controlled area. The readings from these dosimeters will be used to keep a
running total of an individual's dose prior to TLD processing. Neutron dose,

!
equivalents based on neutron surveys and occupancy times will be determined -in

.
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accordance with Regulatory Guide 8.14 and neutron dosime'try provided as neces-
sa ry. Whole body counts of all plant personnel will be conducted on a scheduled
basis and when deemed necessary by the Station Health Physicist. All radiation
exposure information will be processed and recorded in accordance with 10 CFR
Part 20. -

12.5.3 Procedures
.

The applicant has described the station procedures which will be used to imple-
ment the radiation protection program. The procedures described are for access
control, radiation work permits, radiation surveys, personnel monitoring, bio-
assay, radiation protection training, contamination control, methods of main-
taining exposures as' low as is reasonably achievable,'and include reviews of
the effectiveness of the health physics program. Procedures'are also developed
to administer and control conditions of radiation' work permits; .to post radia-
tion areas; to establish radiation access control zones; to control all radio-
active material entering or leaving the plant site; and to train plant and
visitor personnel in radiation protection policies and procedures and meet the
requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.33.

Based on the information presented in the FSAR, completion of a staff visit to
the facility, and the applicant's responses to our questions, we have determined
that the applicant has the capability to implement a radiation protection program
that will maintain exposures as low as is reasonably achievable in accordance

t

with Regulatory Guide 8.8.

|

| References
i
1

10 CFR Part 19, " Notices, Instructions, and Reports to Workers; Inspections."

| 10 CFR Part 20, " Standards for Protection Against Radiation."
|

,

10 CFR Part 50, " Domestic Licensing of Production and Utilization Facilities."
!

!

l
!

l
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10 CFR Part 70, " Domestic Licensing of Special Nuclear Material."

General Design Criterion 61, ' Fuel Storage and Handling ~and Radioactivity
Control."

Regulatory Guide 1.4, " Assumptions Used for Evaluation of the Potential Radio-
logical Consequences of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident for Pressurized Water
Reactors."

Regulatory Guide 1.7, " Control of Combustible Gas Concentrations in Containment
Following a Loss-of-Coolant Accident."

Regulatory Guide 1.8, " Personnel Selection and Training." -

Regulatory Guide 1.33, " Quality Assurance Program Requirements (Operations)."

Regulatory Guide 1.52, " Design, Testing, and Maintenance Criteria for Post-

Accident Engineered-Safety-Feature, Atmosphere Cleanup System Air Fil[ ration
ana Abso.rption Units of Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Plants." '

Regulatory Guide 1.69, " Concrete Radiation Shields for Nuclear Power Plants."

Regulatory Guide 1.70, "Standat d Format and Content of Safety Analysis Reports
for Nuclear Power Plants."

,

Regulatory Guide 1.97, " Instrumentation for Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power

Plants to Assess Plant Conditions During and Following gn Accident."
.

Regulatory Guide 1.112, " Calculations of Releases of Radioactive Materials in
Gaseous and Liquid Effluents from Light-Water-Coolant Power Reactors."

Regulatory Guide 8.2, " Guide for Administrative Practices in Radiation
Monitoring."

,
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Regulatory Guide 8.3, " Film Badge Performance Criteria."

: Regulatory Guide 8.4, " Direct-Reading and Indirect-Reading Pocket Dosimeters."

Regulatory Guide 8.6, " Standard Test Procedures for G-M Counters."

Regulatory Guide 8.7, " Occupational Radiation Exposure Records Systems."

Regulatory Guide 8.8, "Information Relevant to Ensuring that Occupational Radiation Exposu
Achievable."

(RegulatoryGuide8.9,"AcceptableConcepts,Models, Equations,andAssumptions
for a Bioassay Program." -

~

: Regulatory Guide 8.10, " Operational Philosophy for Maintaining Occupational
. Radiation Exposures as Low as is Reasonably Achievable."

:
: Regulatory Guide 8.12, " Criticality Accident Alarm Systems."

. Regulatory Guide 8.13, " Instruction Concerning Prenatal Radiation Exposure."

Regulatory Guide 8.14, " Personnel Neutron Dosimeters."

Regulatory Guide 8.15, dAcceptable Programs for Respiratory Protection."

Regulatory Guide 8.19, " Occupational Dose Assessment in Light-Water Reactor
,

Jower Plants Design Stage Man-Rem Estimates."
s

Regulatory Guide 8.20, " Applications of Bioassay for I-125 and 1-131."

Regulatory Guide 8.26, " Applications of Bioassay for Fission and Activation
3roducts."

.

Regulatory Guide 8.27, " Radiation Protection Training for Personnel at Light- -

Water-Ceoled Nuclear Power Plants."
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Enclosure 4

Safety Evaluation Report
.

Catawba Nuclear Plant Units 1 &2,

Docket Numbers 50-413/414

3.11 Environmental Qualification for Safety-Related Electrical
Equipment ,

In December 1979, the staff issued guidance for the

environmental qualification of safety related electrical

equipment in NUREG-0588, " Interim Staff Position on Environ-

mental Qualification of Safety Related Electrical Equipment".
By Letters dated Februa ry 5,1980 and February 21, 1980, the

staf.f requested the Duke Power Company to review the environ-
'

mental qualification documentation for each item of safety
,

. :.

related elect rical equipment which could be exposed to a

harsh environment so as to identify the degree to which

the associated environmental quali fi cat ion program complies
with the staff's position as described in this NUREG. Further,

where there are deficiencies, we requested the applicant to,

'

commit to corrective action (requalification, replacement,
relocation, etc.) consistent with the requirements to
est ablish quali fi cat ion. If fuel loading occurs be f ore

complete qualification can be obtained, justification for

operation until the corrective actions are completed must be
provided. .

:

.
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The Commission Memorandum and Order, CLI-80-21 dated
.

May 23, 1980, directs that all safety related electrical

equipment be in compliance with NUREG-0588 or the " Guide-

Lines for Evaluating Environmental Qualification of Class

IE Electrical Equipment in Operat ing React ors." The

applicable requirements for Catawba 1 & 2 are in Category II

of NUREG-0588.
.

The Duke Power Company has indicated that their environ-

mental qualification program for safety-related electrical

equipment will be submitted in April 1982. The information

requested in Appendix E of NUREG-0588 must be furnished for

review by the staff. In addition, the applicant will be.

~

required to include the environmental qualifi atioh of '

.m e chanical equipment in the harsh environment and electrical

and mechanical equipment in the mild environment. A site

audit of the applicant's central files will be conducted

for safety-related and mechanical equipment located in the
.

j harsh and mild environment ,

|

|

|
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l. n l I- C U E h C O . T' A N Y

C A T A'. B A NUCLEAR S1ATION, UN11 N05. 1 AND 2

*
CHEMICAL ENGINEESING E F * *; C H

9.1.2 Spent Fuel Storage

Nuclear reactor plants include s,t o r a g e facilities for

the wet storage of spent fuel assemblies. The safety

function of the spent fuel ;ool and st orage racks is

to maintain the spent fuel assemblies in a subtritical

array during all credible storage conditions. We have

reviewed the compatibility and chemical stability of

the materials (except the fuel asseeblies) wetted by

the pool water in accordance with Sectier. 9.1.2 of

Standard Review Plan N U R E G- OS00 . The pool liner, rack

lattice structure and fuel storage tubes are stainless

steel which is compatible with the storage pool environ-

ment. In this environment of oxygen-saturated borated

water, the corrosive deterioration of the type 304

stainless' steel should not exceed a depth of 6.00 x

71) which is negligible relative~

10-5 inch in 100 years

to the initial thickness. Dissimilar metal contact

corrosion (galvanic attack) between the stainless steel

of the pool liner, rack lattice structure, fuel storage

tubes, and the Inconel and the Zircaloy in the spent

fuel assemblies will not be significant because all of

these materials are protected by highly passivating

oxide films and are therefore at similar potentials.

.
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From our evaluation as discussed above, we concludt t hat

the corrosion that will occur in the spent fuel st orage

pool envircnr.ent should be of little signficance during the

40 year life of the plant. Conponents in t he spent fuel

storage pool are constructed of alloys which have a high

resistance to general corrosien, localized corrosion,

and galvanic corrosion.

We therefore conclude that the e nv i r or.me nt a l compability

and stability of the materials used in the spent fuel

storage pool is adequate based on test data and actual

service experience in operating reactors. We find

that the selection of appropriate caterials of construc-

tion by the licensee meets the reouirements of 10 CFR

Part 50, Appendix A, Criterion 61, having a capability

to permit a p,p r o p r i a t e periodic inspe tion and testing

of components, and Criterion 62, preventing criticality

by maintaining structural , integrity of components and
,

is therefore acceptable.

Reference: (1) A. B. Johnson, Jr. " Behavior of Spent

Nuclear Fuel in Water Pool Storage"

BNWL cc56, Sept. 1977.

10.3.5 Secondary Water Chemistry

The information provided by the applicant is not
'

sufficient for us to complete our evaluation. We

.

4
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will c ompl et e our review of this section af t er the

information on the secondary water chemistry control
program is provided by the applicant.

10.4.6 Condensate Cleanup System -

The condensate cleanup syst em (CCS) is designed to

maintain the purity of feedwater for the steam generat or s

by filtration to remove solid corrosion products and by
ion exchange to renove dissolved impurities. The CCS

has five p o w dered resin demineralizer vessels with
the capacity to process the full condensate and steam

generator blewdcwn flow.

We have reviewed the CCS equipnent designe caterials

and system operation in accordance with Section 10.4.6

of Standard Review Plan TJUREG-0800. We find that the,

CCS is capable of removing contaminants from secondary
i water during normal operation and anticipated opera-
; <-

! tional occurrences to produce feedwater purity in

accordance with Branch Technical Position MTES 5-3.
; Therefore, the CCS meets the requirements of General
1

l

Design Criterico14 as it relates to controlling secondary
water chemistry to reduce corrosion so that the

| integrity of the primary coolant boundary (steam
,

.

generator tubes) will be maintained.

.
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We have reviewed the infcreation provided in the

FSAR on the sampling ecuipmenti sar.pling locations,

and instrumentation to nonitor and control the CCS

process parameters. On the basis of this review,

we find that the instrumentation and sampling equip-

cent provided is adequate to monitor and control

process parameters in accordance with Branch Tech-

nical Position MTEB 5-3. Based on our evaluation,

we conclude that the proposed condensate cleanup syst em

is acceptable.

10.4.8 Steam Generator Bl_owdown System

The steam generator blowdown system (SGBS) is designed

to assist the control of the secondary side water
,

chemistry by providing a blowdown stream to remove

chemical and radioactive impurities which accumulate

in the st am generator water. The impurities are

removed from the blowdown water in the Condensate

Cleanup System. We hive' reviewed the SGBS in accord-

ance with Section 10.4.8 of Standard Review Plan NUREG-

0800. The portion of the SGBS from the steam generator

up to and including the first isolation valve outside

containment is constructed according to Quality Group

B and seismic Category I requirements. The components

of the SGBS downstream from the outer isolation valves
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are constructed in accordance with Positien C.1.1

of Regulatory Guide 1.143, thereby .-- e e t i n g the quality

standards requirements of General resign Criterion 1.*

I n s t r u r.e n t a t i e n and aut c-at i c con $rols are provided

to monitor and control the operation of the blowdown
1

system, with prevition for sampling of the blowdown,

in conformance with the guidelines of Eranch Technical

Position MiEB 5-3..

Eased on the foregoing evaluation, we conclude that the

Steam Generator Blowdown System meets our guidelines,

and,therefore, is acceptable.
.
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